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ABSTRACT
Health and Usage Monitoring Systems (HUMS) are designed to improve safety, increase
operational efficiency, and reduce the cost of owning and operating a helicopter. They are useful for
monitoring many parts of a helicopter including engines, gearboxes, rotor components, and bearings.
These systems are usually powered by battery or wired to onboard power, but some monitoring spots
cannot use these power sources due to location or accessibility. A solution for these locations is to use
energy harvesters to power the monitoring equipment. Energy harvesters convert mechanical or
thermal energy into electrical energy. The ability to use self-powered wireless sensors has the
potential to greatly simplify installation and lower the support costs for HUMS systems.
One possible location for an energy harvester is the pitch link located on the rotor assembly.
Using the Blackhawk helicopter pitch link as the design case, an energy harvester was designed to fit
inside the pitch link rod end to power a load monitoring sensor. An electromagnetic energy harvester
was designed with a goal of harvesting 1 mW of electrical power from the motion of the pitch link.
The energy harvester must be able to withstand the rotating environment and must also be able to fit
inside the pitch link rod end of the Blackhawk helicopter.
A dynamic model was formulated using Newtonian Mechanics to characterize the pitch link
motion. The dynamic model proved there was sufficient motion for a simple electromagnetic energy
harvester. The design parameters of the energy harvester were optimized using a non-uniform
magnetic field model. An energy harvester was built to validate the theoretical model and to test the
power output of the system. This energy harvester was tested on a shaker and was able to generate
sufficient power with a maximum value of 2.2 mW at 1.2 g base acceleration. The theoretical model
was able to predict the power output and voltage signal accurately. The energy harvester was also
tested in a rotating environment, but it was only able to generate 0.82 mW at 8.5 g base acceleration.
The large friction force from the resulting centrifugal force is believed to have caused the decrease in
power. Some improvements were given to achieve the 1 mW goal such as using ball bearings to
decrease the dissipation of power due to friction.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The first instance of monitoring the performance of aircraft was employed in the 1960s
with the introduction of the wide body jet. The United Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
and the United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority (UK CAA) required crash survivability flight
data from the newly introduced aircraft. Once this information was available, airline engineers
were able to use the records to assist them with maintenance and operation of the aircraft. Health
monitoring equipment was not implemented in rotorcraft until after an accident involving a BV234 helicopter on the North Sea where 50 people lost their lives. This accident prompted the
establishment of the Helicopter Advisory Review Panel (HARP), leading to the implementation
of health monitoring devices on rotorcraft. The first Health and Usage Monitoring System
(HUMS) equipment was applied to the North Sea helicopter fleet due to its constant operation in
the harsh environment of the North Sea. Learning of the North Sea fleet’s use of HUMS, many
manufacturers installed HUMS on aircraft such as Eurocopter’s Super Puma aircraft. All aircraft
programs today incorporate some type of HUMS, at least as an option, and some are moving to
make them standard [1].
HUMS is a system of machines and equipment, people and processes aimed at
improving safety, increasing operational efficiency, and reducing the cost of owning and
operating a helicopter [1]. HUMS is useful for measuring key components of the aircraft
including engines, gearboxes, rotor components, and bearings. Installing such systems will
extend the life of components, reduce scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, and improve
aircraft safety [6]. These systems can be composed of multiple types of sensors that can be used
to measure temperature, flow rates, rotational speeds, or vibrations. Once the measured quantity
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is recorded, the performance or state of the component can be inferred from the data. HUMS
information can be used to avoid catastrophic failure from mechanical fatigue or damage from
foreign objects and also to detect flaws in a manufactured component or assembly. Less than
satisfactory performance draw attention to any one of these issues and the appropriate repairs can
be performed or the component can be replaced [1].

Figure 1-1: Blackhawk Helicopters [2]
An example of an important component to monitor on a helicopter is the pitch link, as
shown in Figure 1-1. This linkage changes the pitch of the blades on the rotor assembly. It is an
important component to monitor because it undergoes large forces during flight and experiences
repeated loading. The loads on the pitch link can be used to infer the forces applied to the
swashplate, a vital component of the blade assembly that pivots and rotates to move the pitch
links. Components that undergo cyclic loading like the swashplate and pitch link can fail due to
fatigue after a certain number of cycles, even if the stresses in the component are below the
ultimate strength. The time to failure will depend on the flight regime (degree of loading) and the
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time in those regimes. The time to failure of a component can be reasonably estimated by
recording the component’s flight time, but this method is not very accurate because it does not
take into account the intensity of the flight. A HUMS is capable of recording the loading of the
pitch link throughout flight, tracking all flight regimes and their duration. Using the HUMS data
can provide a better estimate of a component’s time to failure. Therefore, a more effective
maintenance schedule can be put into place allowing for the replacement of components before
failure. The HUMS data can also be used to extend the in-service time of components if they
have not undergone extreme flight conditions. The component lifetime scenario for a cyclically
loaded component is illustrated in Figure 1-2. If a component undergoes mild usage, the
component can remain in service for a longer time. If the component undergoes severe usage, the
component can be replaced before catastrophic failure. HUMS provides the benefit of a reliable
aircraft and a cost-effective maintenance schedule [3].

Figure 1-2: Component Life Consumption Dependence on Usage [1]
Some components on a helicopter, such as the pitch link, are not easily accessible for
monitoring. The sensors of the HUMS require power to operate and store data. Typically, power
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is supplied by wires from a main power source or a battery is placed at the sensor location. The
pitch link, however, is located on the rotor assembly where it is not accessible for wires, and
replacing batteries would be a difficult task. Furthermore, batteries and wires will add weight to
the helicopter and it is desired to minimize the weight of a helicopter to conserve fuel. A solution
to the power requirement is to install an energy harvester with the sensor so power can be
generated and stored at the location of the load sensor. An energy harvester would allow the
HUMS to be self-sufficient, making it easy to incorporate into a design to monitor almost any
component on the aircraft.

1.2 Objective
The objective of this thesis is to assess the feasibility of installing an energy harvester on
a helicopter pitch link. In particular, the energy harvester must be installed inside the hollow
shaft of the rod end of the pitch link along with a load monitoring sensor. The rod end is an
optimum location for this system because it will be isolated from the outside environment and can
be easily packaged within the rod end. A diagram of the rotor assembly is shown in Figure 1-3
that highlights the location of the energy harvester and load sensor.

Figure 1-3: Diagram of Rotor Assembly with Energy Harvester and Load Sensor
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The Blackhawk helicopter was chosen as an example for development of the energy harvester
because it has a large pitch link, giving a large space to fit an energy harvester and load
monitoring sensor. The rod end of a Blackhawk helicopter is shown in Figure 1-4. The inner
diameter of the shank is about ¾” and the length is about 4 ½” [16].

Figure 1-4: Pitch Link Rod End [16]
KCF Technologies, a company local to Penn State that develops and commercializes
devices such as energy harvesters, is also working on a similar energy harvesting project for the
Blackhawk helicopter. After consulting with them about the spatial requirements for the load
monitoring sensor and circuitry, the energy harvester design space was chosen to be about half
the length of the rod end cavity. This results in a cylinder of ¾” diameter and about 2” length for
the energy harvester. They also suggested the target power requirement for a load sensor would
be about 1 mW [6].
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1.3 Selection of Energy Harvester Type
The main source of energy available for harvesting on the pitch link is vibration.
Therefore, an inertial energy harvester will be well suited for this application. Inertial energy
harvesters extract power from the motion of a proof mass by use of an electromechanical
transduction mechanism. A simple model of an inertial energy harvester is shown in Figure 1-5.
The vibrations from the environment are captured by the mechanical part of the system and then
converted into electrical energy via electromechanical transduction. The electrical energy is then
transferred to a conditioning circuit and applied to the load. There is feedback from the electrical
part to the mechanical system, causing a damping effect on the motion [5].

Figure 1-5: Electromechanical Energy Harvester Diagram [5]
The most popular transduction mechanisms for inertial energy harvesters are
piezoelectric, electrostatic, and electromagnetic. Electromagnetic devices operate on the
principle that moving a coil through a magnetic field generates a voltage. Piezoelectric devices
generate charge by straining a piezoelectric material. Electrostatic devices generate power by
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applying a force to capacitor plates, thereby harvesting energy from the work done from the plate
movement [4]. An electromagnetic transducer will be utilized for this application.
The electromagnetic energy harvester will harvest energy from the movement of the pitch
link. The rotor on a Blackhawk helicopter oscillates at about 4.3 Hz, with varying amplitudes
depending on the amount of cyclic pitch. The energy harvester will be tuned to this frequency in
order to maximize the power generation at all input amplitudes. Since the energy harvester will
rotate with the pitch link, friction will be an important issue to overcome because the centrifugal
force on the energy harvester is expected to be large. If the friction is too large, the proof mass of
the energy harvester will not oscillate and no power will be generated.

1.4 Current Energy Harvester Devices
A few energy harvester devices have been designed to generate power in the pitch link
environment. Microstrain, Inc. [17] developed and tested a piezoelectric energy harvester device
to power a load monitoring sensor and wireless monitoring system. This device harvests energy
from the oscillating loads experienced by the pitch link. Figure 1-6 shows the pitch link installed
on a helicopter.
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Figure 1-6: MicroStrain, Inc. Energy Harvester [17]

This device replaces the pitch link entirely and contains the energy harvester, data acquisition
equipment, and transmission devices. The energy harvester was able to generate about 5.5 mW of
power for an input of 500 µε at 4.3 Hz. The Microstrain pitch link can be easily substituted for a
regular pitch link and all the components needed to measure and transmit the data are included in
the component. One drawback, however, is all the system components are located on the exterior
of the pitch link and could be easily damaged by debris or other flying objects. A more robust
design will incorporate all components inside a secure casing.
Another piezoelectric device was developed by KCF Technologies [18] that encases all
the energy harvesting and load monitoring components inside the pitch link rod end. Figure 1-7
shows a diagram of this device along with a close up view of the piezoelectric energy harvester
and load sensor. The energy harvester is capable of generating 5 mW of power from varying
strains applied to the pitch link at 4.3 Hz. This device was tested at the Lord Corporation and was
proven to generate sufficient power to record and transmit load data to a wireless receiver.
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Figure 1-7: KCF Energy Harvester [16]
Santarelli [16] designed an electromagnetic energy harvester to fit inside the pitch link
rod end, similar to the KCF energy harvester. This device had a power goal of 1 mW for a base
input frequency of 4.3 Hz. Since an electromagnetic device depends on the motion of a proof
mass, friction would be a significant source of dissipation due to the centrifugal forces. This
device attempted to avoid the friction by using a reverse pendulum design as shown in Figure 1-8.
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Figure 1-8: Santarelli Energy Harvester Concept [16]
The centrifugal force was expected to reduce the natural frequency down to 4.3 Hz, but it was not
achieved during experimentation. The actual natural frequency was about 19 Hz and generated
about 2 mW at a base input of 41.0 g when shaken at resonance.
Other energy harvester devices have been designed to scavenge energy from ambient
vibrations with a small operating volume. Torah [13] developed one of the first electromagnetic
energy harvesters for use with wireless sensors. This design consists of two magnets mounted on
a cantilever beam that was designed to vibrate at the same frequency as surrounding ambient
vibrations. A coil was placed in the middle of the two magnets as shown in Figure 1-9. This
energy harvester was designed to operate between 43 and 109 Hz with peak acceleraions of about
0.7 m s 2 . It generated about 45 µW RMS of power with an optimized resistance of 4 kΩ.
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Figure 1-9: Torah Energy Harvester [13]
Zorlu [8] also designed an electromagnetic energy harvester to operate at low
frequencies. A method called frequency up conversion was used to cause the harvester to operate
at frequencies much higher than the lower frequency ambient vibrations. This method uses two
cantilever diaphrams with one holding a permanent magnet and the other holding a coil as shown
in Figure 1-10.

Figure 1-10: Zorlu Energy Harvester [8]
The magnet cantilever beam vibrates with the source vibration frequency while periodically
catching and releasing the other coil cantilever beam through contact by a small tip. The coil
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vibrates at a natural frequency that is much higher than the ambient frequency. It therefore
generates a voltage much larger than if it was shaken at the source frequency. This frequency
step up increases the power capacity of the energy harvester because it permits the device to
operate at a higher efficiency because electromagnetic energy harvesters have a higher efficiency
at higher frequency. The prototype shown in Figure 1-10 was shaken at 10 Hz and produced a
waveform with a frequency of 394 Hz, generating an RMS power of about 0.5 mW.
Sari [11] developed an electromechanical energy harvester using a similar up-conversion
technique with multiple cantilever beams. Figure 1-11 shows the layout of the device. The large
magnet diaphragm fixture is tuned to the frequency of the ambient vibrations while the small
cantilever beams have a much higher natural frequency. The small beams contain a coil and a
small piece of metal. As the large magnet vibrates, it increases in magnitude until the metal on
the small cantilever beams are attracted to it. Once the large magnet moves far enough away
from the small beams, the small beams are released and vibrate at their natural frequency. A
voltage is generated in the coils mounted on the small beams. The prototype of this device is also
shown in Figure 1-11. The device was shaken at around 100 Hz with a base excitation of about
1.1 mm and the cantilevers have a release displacement of about 200 µm. It generated about 0.25
nW.

Figure 1-11: Sari Energy Harvester [11]
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Dick [9] developed an electromagnetic energy harvester to operate at low amplitude
vibration. This design consists of two oppositely poled magnets surrounding a coil as shown in
Figure 1-12. Making the magnetic poles face the same direction causes the magnetic flux in the
middle of the coil to be very large as shown by the magnetic field lines. Therefore, the coil can
have very small displacements while still producing a large voltage. This energy harvester was
calculated to generate about 0.5 mW when excited at 43 Hz and an acceleration of 0.01 g RMS.

Figure 1-12: Dick Energy Harvester [9]
Dallago [10] developed a nonlinear electromagnetic energy harvester using the magnetic
repulsion of opposing magnets as the restoring force. A diagram of the device is shown in Figure
1-13.
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Figure 1-13: Dallago Energy Harvester [10]
The repulsion force of this magnet arrangement is linear near the middle of the device, but
nonlinear at the extremes. A prototype of this device is also shown in Figure 1-13 and utilizes
two Teflon sleeve bearings to facilitate movement. The prototype has a natural frequency of 10
Hz and produced about 6 mW of power with an optimized resistive load when shaken at a 1 g
acceleration amplitude.
Table 1-1 summarizes the performance of these devices along with the parameters for the
current energy harvester design.
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Table 1-1: Performance of Energy Harvesters

Energy
Harvester

Excitation
Volume
(cm3)
Frequency (Hz)

Maximum Input Power
Acceleration/Strain

MicroStrain [17]

4.3

N/A

500 µε

5.5 mW

KCF [18]

4.3

4.73

N/A

5 mW

Santarelli [16]

19

58.9

41.0 g

2.0 mW

Torah [13]

43 to 109

0.15

0.071 g

45 µW

Zorlu [8]

10

2.96

N/A

0.5 mW

Sari [11]

100

0.15

44.3 g

0.25 nW

Dick [9]

43

27.0

0.01 g

0.5 mW

Dallago [10]

10

9.90

1g

6.0 mW

Current Parameters

4.3

58.9

2.8 g

1 mW

These energy harvesters have generated power using ambient vibrations while being constrained
to a very small footprint. The success of these devices gives support to the feasibility of an
energy harvester generating power from the vibrations found on a pitch link.

1.5 Summary of Goals
The goal of this thesis is to design and fabricate an electromagnetic energy harvester that
fits inside the end cavity of the Blackhawk helicopter pitch link. The power output is desired to
be at least 1 mW and the device must be able to withstand the rotating environment of the pitch
link. The kinematics of the pitch link will be derived along with the dynamics of a mass located
on the pitch link. Once sufficient motion is determined, a theoretical model of the energy
harvester will be found to predict the power output at different input accelerations. The design
parameters of this model will be optimized to maximize power output. To validate the theoretical
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model, an actual energy harvester will be built and tested using a shaker. Finally, the energy
harvester will be tested in an environment similar to the Blackhawk pitch link by spinning it on a
rotor stand. These goals are outlined below:


Chapter 2 - Model the dynamics of an energy harvester in the pitch link environment



Chapter 3 - Develop a theoretical model for the energy harvester to accurately predict
power output



Chapter 3 - Optimize the design of the energy harvester to maximize power generation



Chapter 4 - Construct a prototype to validate the theoretical model



Chapter 4 - Test the energy harvester in an environment similar to the pitch link
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Chapter 2 Pitch Link Environment
The environment of the pitch link will be assessed to determine if a simple
electromagnetic energy harvester is capable of generating the required power. A model will be
constructed to determine the response of a simple base-excited proof mass when excited from the
pitch link movement. Some important features to be characterized by the model will be the
amplitude and mean value of the vibration. The centrifugal force caused by the rotating blade
assembly is expected to cause a large normal force on the mass. This normal force will produce
friction, which is expected to significantly diminish the amplitude of the proof mass vibration.

2.1 Dynamic Analysis Goals
First, the importance of the mean value issue will be explained. Consider a simple baseexcited spring-mass-damper system including gravity g as shown in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1: Base Excited Spring-Mass-Damper System
The equation of motion for this system is given below expressed in terms of relative motion

 y  x  w [26]:
  mg .
my  by  ky  mw

(2-1)
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The forced response of this system to a sinusoidal input w at the system’s natural frequency was
simulated with and without gravity as shown in Figure 2-2. Notice that the steady state response
without gravity has a mean value of zero and the response including gravity has a negative mean
value. When gravity is included in the model, the mean value shifts downward because gravity
applies a constant downward force on the mass. The difference between the mean values is about
0.5 in.

Figure 2-2: Forced Response Dependence on Gravity
Although the difference appears to be small, it is relatively large when compared to the 2 in
design space of the energy harvester. Gravity will be important to include in the mathematical
model because it introduces a large offset of the proof mass’s vibration.
As will be shown, the pitch link rotates and pivots on the swashplate during flight. This
movement will apply additional forces to the proof mass and may decrease the mean value of the
response even more. This is an important issue because if the mean value is too low, the proof
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mass will bottom out. Figure 2-3 shows the system with a large downward force applied to it.
The barriers of the system are represented by the red lines and movement beyond these lines is
not permitted. The proof mass bottoms out when it contacts the barriers and will remain in
contact until the inertia from the base motion overcomes the net downward force. Bottoming out
should be avoided because no movement occurs when the proof mass rests on the barriers.

Figure 2-3: Forced Response at Resonance with Bottoming Out Illustration
In addition to the bottoming out concern, sufficient movement of the proof mass must
exist if energy will be harvested. There exist two types of mechanical damping in the system:
linear damping (assumed to be viscous) from material damping and air movement caused by the
proof mass motion, and damping due to friction. Adding the energy harvester will increase the
total damping to the system, so there must be a sufficient amplitude in the proof mass motion if
power is to be generated. The goals of the dynamic analysis are to determine the mean value and
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amplitude of the forced response and evaluate if the proof mass movement is sufficient for an
electromagnetic energy harvester.

2.2 Pitch Link Kinematics
The kinematics of the pitch link will be derived first because the dynamic analysis
requires the knowledge of the pitch link movement. A simple diagram of a single blade is shown
in Figure 2-4 with labels for all the components.

Figure 2-4: Blade Assembly Diagram
The pitch link is a linkage on the blade assembly that attaches each blade to the swashplate. To
change the angle of the blades, the swashplate moves and rotates as dictated by the pilot’s
commands. There are two types of inputs that cause the blades to rotate: collective pitch and
cyclic pitch. Collective pitch corresponds to all the blades rotating by the same angle. Cyclic
pitch causes the blades to vary their angles depending on their angular positions with respect to
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the swashplate. A diagram of blade angle dependence on angular location for cyclic pitch is
shown in Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5: Cyclic Pitch Dependence on Angular Location Diagram
To achieve a collective pitch, the swashplate is raised or lowered along the axis of rotation while
remaining parallel to its original orientation. To achieve a cyclic pitch, the swashplate is tilted
about the center point. It is important to note that only a cyclic pitch causes the pitch link to
oscillate in the vertical direction. This motion is the base input for the energy harvester. Figure
2-6 shows the pitch link’s movement for a cyclic pitch input of about 14°.
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Figure 2-6: Pitch Link Vertical Offset for a Cyclic Pitch of about 14° Maximum
To develop an expression for the kinematics of the pitch link, an approach similar to Corl
[14] will be taken. First, a rotating reference frame is defined that contains the basis aˆ1 , aˆ 2 , aˆ3 .
This basis rotates at the same angular velocity as the blades. The origin of the â -basis is point

O , corresponding to the center of the swashplate when at rest (no cyclic or collective input) as
shown in Figure 2-7.
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Figure 2-7: Sketch of Position Vectors with No Input

The â3 direction is along the axis of rotation and the â1 - â 2 plane has a normal vector in the â3
direction and passes through the origin O . It is important to note that the origin does not move
with the swashplate, but remains fixed at the swashplate's initial position (no collective or cyclic
input). When there is a collective input, the swashplate moves vertically along the â3 axis but
still remains parallel to the swashplate's initial orientation. In Figure 2-8a , Point A will mark the
center of the swashplate when it undergoes vertical movement along the axis of rotation. Point A
also marks the pivot point of the swashplate when it undergoes a cyclic input. Figure 2-8b shows
the blade assembly with a cyclic pitch only. Notice that points O and A are coincident in this
diagram for an input of cyclic pitch only.
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Figure 2-8: Position Vectors Sketch with (a) Collective Pitch only (b) Cyclic Pitch only

Although the swashplate moves and pivots during flight, the origin of the â -basis always remains
at O . The only movement of the â -basis is rotation about the â3 axis at the same angular
velocity as the blades, represented by the symbol  . The â1 unit vector is defined such that it
always points to point B , the connection point of the pitch link on the plane of the swashplate
surface. The â 2 direction is perpendicular to both the â1 and â3 unit vectors, forming an
orthonormal basis. Position vectors will track the movement of the pitch link, pitch horn, and
swashplate. The position vectors of all components can be written in the â -basis only as
specified below:
rb  b1aˆ1  b2 aˆ 2  b3 aˆ3 ,

(2-2)

rh  Rh cos aˆ 2  Rh sin  aˆ3 ,

(2-3)

rp  R p cos aˆ1  zcol  R p sin   aˆ3 ,



(2-4)

rPL  R1aˆ1  R2 aˆ 2  R3 aˆ3 .

(2-5)



The vector rb defines the location of the pivot point of the pitch horn. The components of this
vector are constants and the values depend on the geometry of the blade assembly only. The
rotation of the pitch horn is tracked by the vector rh . The length of this vector is constant and its
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rotation is tracked with the angle  . The vector r p tracks the movement of the base of the pitch
link (point B ) due to the swashplate. This vector is made up of the inputs due to the collective
input (as defined by the vertical movement z col ) and the cyclic input (as defined by the angle  ).
The pitch link movement is tracked by the vector rPL . It contains the three unknown components
of the pitch link in all three directions. Adding the vectors together according to the directions
specified in Figure 2-7 will yield the following vector equation:
rb  rh  rp  rPL .

(2-6)

Writing the vectors of Equation (2-6) in terms of their components yields the following three
equations:
0
 b1  
  R p cos    R1 
  
b    R cos    
0
   R2  .
 2  h
 
b3   Rh sin    z col  R p sin    R3 

(2-7)

The components of the pitch link in the â -basis are unknown. Solving the three equations for R1 ,
R2 , and R3 produce

R1  b1  R p cos  ,

(2-8)

R2  b2  Rh cos  ,

(2-9)

R3  b3  z col  Rh sin    R p sin   .

(2-10)

There are four unknowns in the above three equations: R1 , R2 , R3 ,  . The fourth equation comes
from the fixed length of the pitch link:
2
RPL
 R12  R22  R32

These four equations completely define the kinematics of the pitch link part of the blade
assembly.

(2-11)
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Before the kinematic model can be solved to find the movement of the pitch link, the
relationship between the cyclic and collective inputs (  and z col ) must be established so the
appropriate blade angle is produced ( col and cyc ). Before these expressions can be derived, the
initial pitch horn angle  0 must be found for the Blackhawk geometry. The initial pitch horn
angle is illustrated in Figure 2-9a. Figure 2-9b shows the change in the pitch horn angle for a
collective input.

Figure 2-9: Pitch Horn Angle with (a) Zero Pitch (b) Collective Pitch only
First, the initial angular offset of the blades are found by setting both z col and  equal to zero
because the initial angle of the blades is defined for zero input. Equations (2-8) through (2-10)
yield:
R1  b1  R p ,

(2-12)

R2  b2  Rh cos0  ,

(2-13)

R3  b3  Rh sin 0  .

(2-14)

Substituting these expressions into Equation (2-11) gives



2
RPL
 b1  R p

  b
2

2

Solving Equation (2-15) for  0 yields

 Rh cos0   b3  Rh sin 0  .
2

2

(2-15)
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1

2
2
16b32 Rh  4 b2  Rh   Z b2  Rh   Z
 2b3 Rh 
2
0  tan1 

b2  Rh 2  b1  R p 2  b32  RPL2



 





 

(2-16)






with Z as defined below:



Z  b1  R p

  b
2

2
3



2
 RPL
.

(2-17)

Substituting in the values for a Blackhawk helicopter yields an initial angle of about 24.4°.
Next, the needed z col to produce a given collective angle is found. Since z col should only
depend on the collective pitch,   0 . Substituting   0 into Equations (2-8) through (2-10)
along with the following expression for  to account for the initial angular offset:

  0  col

(2-18)

R1  b1  R p ,

(2-19)

R2  b2  Rh cos0  col  ,

(2-20)

R3  b3  zcol  Rh sin 0  col  .

(2-21)

yields the following equations:

Substituting the above three equations into Equation (2-11) produces



2
RPL
 b1  R p

  b
2

2

 Rh cos0  col   b3  zcol  Rh sin 0  col  .
2

(2-22)

2

Solving Equation (2-22) for z col to get the relationship between the collective input and blade
angle gives
2
z col  b3   b22  b1  RP   RPL
 Rh cos0  col 2b2  Rh cos0  col 

(2-23)

2

 Rh sin 0  col 

.

A similar approach can be used to find the amplitude of the cyclic input  cyc .
Substituting Equation (2-18) into Equations (2-8) through (2-10) and setting z col  0 yields
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R1  b1  R p cos  cyc ,



(2-24)



R2  b2  Rh cos 0  cyc ,





(2-25)

 

R3  b3  Rh sin 0  cyc  R p sin  cyc .

(2-26)

Substituting Equations (2-24) through (2-26) into Equation (2-11) gives




  b

2
R PL
 b1  R p cos  

b

2

(2-27)

2



 Rh cos  0   cyc

2

3





.
2

 

 Rh sin  0   cyc  R p sin  cyc

Solving the Equation (2-27) for cyc yields the relationship between the cyclic input and blade
angle:

1 
1
E 
2
G 


H  4 FG  


 cyc  2 tan 1 

(2-28)

with





E  2b3 R p  2Rh R p sin 0  cyc ,

(2-29)





2
 RPL
 2b2 Rh cos 0  cyc  2b3 Rh sin 0  cyc ,





2
 RPL
 2b2 Rh cos 0  cyc  2b3 Rh sin 0  cyc ,

F  b22  b32  Rh2  b1  R p
G  b22  b32  Rh2  b1  R p



2

2









(2-30)









(2-31)



H  4b3 R p  4Rh R p sin 0  cyc

 .
2

(2-32)

The angle  varies sinusoidally with the amplitude as calculated above:

   cyc sin t  .

(2-33)

Now the desired input can be calculated for a given collective and cyclic angle.
The four kinematic equations can be used to obtain the movement of the pitch link. The
pitch link movement is defined by the unknowns R1 , R2 , and R3 . These variables depend on the
geometry of the blade assembly and the angle  . Therefore, substituting Equations (2-8) through
(2-10) into Equation (2-11) produces an equation in terms of  only:
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2
RPL
 b1  R p cos   b2  Rh cos   b3  zcol  Rh sin    R p sin   .
2

2

2

(2-34)

Using a symbolic algebra package,  is isolated in Equation (2-34) yielding
1


B
 A
2

  2 tan1 
C







(2-35)

with





A  2b3 Rh  2Rh z col  R p sin   ,





B  16Rh2 z col  b3  R p sin    4CD ,

(2-37)





2

(2-38)





2

2

2
C  b12  b2  Rh   R p2  RPL
 b3  z col   2b1 R p cos   2R p z col  b3 sin   ,
2

2
D  b12  b2  Rh   R p2  RPL
 b3  z col   2b1 R p cos   2R p z col  b3 sin   .
2

(2-36)

(2-39)

Using Equation (2-35), the components of the pitch link can now be easily found using Equations
(2-8) through (2-10):
R1  b1  R p cos  ,

(2-8)

R2  b2  Rh cos  ,

(2-9)

R3  b3  z col  Rh sin    R p sin   .

(2-10)

The components of the pitch link ( R1 , R2 , and R3 ) are in terms of the â -basis which is a
Cartesian coordinate system. The end goal of this analysis, however, is to find the response of a
base-excited proof mass positioned on the pitch link. The pitch link is allowed to rotate in three
dimensional space while being constrained at its ends by two ball joints. The dynamics of the
pitch link are best described using spherical coordinates. Therefore, the components of the pitch
link must be expressed in spherical coordinates. A picture of general spherical coordinates is
shown in Figure 2-10. The movement of the pitch link is expressed in terms of spherical
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coordinates using two angles (  and  ) to describe the motion. The angles  and 
correspond to the angles  and  in Figure 2-10a.

Figure 2-10: (a) Spherical Coordinates (b) Triangle on x - y plane (c) Triangle on êr - ê plane

From the diagram of spherical coordinates, the triangles in Figure 2-10 can be used to correlate
the values of the Cartesian basis to the spherical basis. Triangle (b) yields the following
expressions:
R1  c cos  ,

(2-40)

R2  c sin   .

(2-41)

Triangle (c) yields the following equations:
c  RPL sin   ,

(2-42)

R3  RPL cos  .

(2-43)

Substituting Equation (2-42) into Equations (2-40) and (2-41) gives the relationship between the
two coordinate frames:
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R1  RPL sin  cos  ,

(2-44)

R2  RPL sin  sin   ,

(2-45)

R3  RPL cos  .

(2-46)

The angles  and  must be written in terms of the pitch link components ( R1 , R2 , and R3 ) and
the overall length RPL . Equation (2-46) yields

cos  

R3
.
RPL

(2-47)

Solving Equations (2-44) and (2-45) for sin   and equating the two yields

R1
R2

.
RPL cos  RPL sin  

(2-48)

Simplifying Equation (2-48) yields:

tan  

R2
.
R1

(2-49)

The pitch link can now be plotted using spherical coordinates. All necessary equations
were put into Matlab and the plots of the alpha and beta angles are shown in Figure 2-11 and
Figure 2-12 for a time length of two periods. Note that one period corresponds to the rotation of
the blade assembly a full 360° around the blade assembly axis of rotation. Notice the movement
of the pitch link largely depends on the cyclic pitch as shown by both plots.
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Figure 2-11: Angular Motion of Pitch Link: Plot of Angle  at col 15

Figure 2-12: Angular Motion of Pitch Link: Plot of Angle  at col 15
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The angle  tracks the angular rotation with respect to the center of rotation of the blade
assembly. Notice in Figure 2-11 that the angular change of  is very small, varying less than a
degree for even the largest cyclic input. In Figure 2-12, the angle  tracks the projection of the
pitch link on the â1 - â 2 plane, giving an idea of the angular movement around the axis of rotation.
Note that this angle is not exactly the rotation about the blade assembly axis because it depends
on the angle  . Notice  traverses large angles as the cyclic pitch is increased. The angular
movement of the pitch link is not plotted against a changing collective angle because the
collective angle does not cause significant changes in the movement.
The kinematics of the pitch link have been fully described. The next step is to form the
dynamic model for the mass on the pitch link.

2.3 Proof Mass Dynamics
The equation of motion and reaction forces for the proof mass will be derived using
Newtonian Mechanics. The first step is to express the position of the proof mass in terms of the
desired basis. The proof mass is constrained to rotate with the pitch link as prescribed by the
angles  and  . A diagram of the problem is shown in Figure 2-13 with the original Cartesian

â -basis and the new spherical ê -basis.
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Figure 2-13: Diagram of Position Vectors for Proof Mass

The position vector was written in terms of both bases and then converted to the ê -basis. The
position of the mass as tracked from the origin O is
rM  rp  h0  heˆr .

(2-50)

The constant h0 is the initial position of the proof mass as measured from point B and the variable

h tracks the position of the proof mass. Substituting Equation (2-4) into Equation (2-50) gives





rM  R p cos aˆ1  z col  R p sin   aˆ 3  h0  heˆr .

The transformation relationships between Cartesian and spherical coordinates as defined in
Figure 2-10 is

(2-51)
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 eˆr   cos sin   sin  sin   cos    aˆ1 
eˆ     sin  
cos 
0  aˆ 2  .
  
eˆ  cos  cos  sin   cos   sin    aˆ 3 

(2-52)

Since both bases are orthonormal, the inverse of the transformation matrix is also its transpose
and the â -basis is related to the ê -basis by
 aˆ1  cos sin    sin   cos cos   eˆr 
aˆ    sin  sin   cos  sin  cos  eˆ  .
 2 
  
 aˆ 3   cos 
0
 sin    eˆ 

(2-53)

The position vector rM can be written in terms of the ê -basis only by using Equation (2-53).
The unit vectors â1 and â 3 can be expressed as

aˆ1  cos sin  eˆr  sin  eˆ  cos cos eˆ ,

(2-54)

aˆ 3  cos eˆr  sin  eˆ .

(2-55)

Substituting Equations (2-54) and (2-55) into Equation (2-51) and simplifying yields








.
sin  sin  eˆ

rM  h0  h  R p cos  cos  sin    z col  R p sin   cos  eˆr 





R p cos  sin  eˆ   R p cos  cos  cos   z col  R p

(2-56)

The position vector is now in terms of the ê -basis only and the velocity and acceleration of the
proof mass can be found. Since the basis vectors change direction with time, the product rule for
differentiation must be used when taking the derivative of Equation (2-56). The derivatives of
the unit vectors are defined as
eˆi  e  eˆi .

(2-57)

Where  e is the angular velocity of the unit vectors. In this problem, the ê -basis rotates with the
blade assembly around the rotation axis â 3 and along with the pitch link. The angular velocity of
the ê -basis is
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e     aˆ 3  eˆ .

(2-58)

Using Equation (2-55), Equation (2-58) can be written in terms of the ê -basis only:

e     cos eˆr  eˆ     sin  eˆ .

(2-59)

Applying Equation (2-57) to all unit vectors gives the following expressions for the unit vector
derivatives:





eˆr      eˆ  eˆ ,









eˆ     sin  eˆr     cos eˆ ,





eˆ  eˆr     cos eˆ .

(2-60)
(2-61)
(2-62)

The derivatives of the unit vectors can now be used when differentiating Equation (2-56). Taking
the first and second derivatives of Equation (2-56) produces expressions with many terms. A
symbolic algebra package was used to find the acceleration of the proof mass and the derivation
is included in Appendix A. The acceleration has the following form:
rM  ar eˆr  a eˆ  a eˆ .

(2-63)

Next, the forces on the proof mass must be written down from the free body diagram
(FBD) shown in Figure 2-14.
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Figure 2-14: Free Body Diagram of Proof Mass

The ê -basis is shown in the picture with ê  pointing out of the page (as indicated by the small
black dot). A spring and linear damper are attached to the proof mass as indicated by the forces
Fk and Fb , respectively. Friction is also included as indicated from the N term. The

constraint forces F and F are directed in the positive ê  and ê directions, respectively.
Note that gravity acts in the â 3 -direction.
Writing the forces acting on the proof mass in vector form yields



F   Fk eˆr  Fb eˆr  Nsign h eˆr  F eˆ  F eˆ  mgaˆ 3 .

(2-64)

Note that the friction force in Equation (2-64) is written in vector form to always oppose motion



using the term: sign h . This expression returns the sign of the velocity as + or -, and the
negative sign in front directs the friction force opposing the velocity. Also note that the normal
force N is the magnitude of the reaction forces as specified in the following expression:
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N  F eˆ  F eˆ .

(2-65)

The reaction forces F and F must be found before the friction force can be calculated. The
spring and damper forces can be rewritten using Hooke’s Law:
Fk  kh ,

(2-66)

Fb  ch .

(2-67)

Applying Equations (2-66) and (2-67) to Equation (2-64) yields



F   Fk eˆr  Fb eˆr  Nsign h eˆr  F eˆ  F eˆ  mgaˆ 3 .

(2-68)

Substituting Equation (2-55) into Equation (2-68) will give the force in terms of the ê -basis only:







F   Nsign h  mg cos   kh  ch eˆr  F eˆ  F  mg sin  eˆ .

(2-69)

Now Newton’s Second Law can be applied to the proof mass to obtain the reaction forces and
equation of motion. Newton’s Second Law in vector form is
F  mr .

(2-70)

Applying Equation (2-70) to the proof mass in each direction gives the following three equations:



 Nsign h  mg cos   kh  ch  mar ,

(2-71)

F  ma ,

(2-72)

F  mg sin    ma .

(2-73)

Solving Equation (2-73) for the reaction force F yields
F  ma  mg sin   .

(2-74)

Equations (2-72) and (2-74) are the reaction forces on the proof mass. Substituting the
acceleration terms into Equations (2-71), (2-72), and (2-74) produce very large expressions and
are included in Appendix A. Since the system is nonlinear, Simulink was used to find the
solution. To facilitate the conversion of the equations into Simulink, the reaction forces and
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equation of motion were separated into terms containing h and its derivatives and terms that do
not depend on the displacement h . Substituting a into Equation (2-72) and simplifying
produces the following expression:

F  N  N 0 h  N1h ,

(2-75)

N 0  m sin   ,

(2-76)





N1  2m    sin   .

(2-77)

Note that N is a large expression that does not depend on the displacement or its derivatives and
the coefficients N 0 and N1 are defined above.
Similarly substituting a into Equation (2-74) and simplifying produces:
F  B  B0 h  B1h ,



(2-78)



2
1

B0   m    sin 2   m  ,
2


(2-79)

B1  2m .

(2-80)

Again, B is a large expression not dependent on the displacement or its derivatives and the
coefficients B0 and B1 are defined above.
Substituting a  into Equation (2-72) and solving for the acceleration h produces the following
expression:




h  F  Clin h  K lin h  K nonh  Nsign h
m
with

(2-81)
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Clin 

c
,
m

(2-82)

K lin 

k
,
m

(2-83)





2
K non   2     sin 2   .

(2-84)

Here F is a large expression not dependent on the displacement h or its derivatives and the
coefficients C lin , K lin , and K non are defined above. The normal force N is the magnitude of the
reaction forces. It was calculated in the block diagram using the definition of the magnitude of
two vectors:
N  F2  F2 .

(2-85)

Equations (2-75), (2-78), and (2-81) were put into Simulink as shown in Figure 2-15. The values
for the coefficients are calculated in a Matlab m-file and then sent to Simulink. The m-file is
included in Appendix C and contains the expressions for N , B , and F .
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Figure 2-15: Simulink Diagram of Vector Dynamic Model
To check the validity of this model, a simpler model was also developed. This simple
model does not include the rotations of the pitch link. It does, however, include the friction force
from the rotation about the central axis. Consider the system shown in Figure 2-16a.
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Figure 2-16: (a) Base Excited System (b) Free Body Diagram (c) Hooke’s Law Diagram
This base excited oscillator includes a normal force and friction force as shown in the free body
diagram of Figure 2-16b. The system is assumed to rotate about an axis at a distance R away
from the center of mass. The normal force acting on the mass is equivalent to the product of the
mass and the acceleration needed to keep the mass traveling in a circle. The centripetal
acceleration for a mass rotating about an axis at a distance R from the center of mass is
aCF 

v2
.
R

(2-86)

Simplifying Equation (2-86) using the relationship between instantaneous velocity and angular
velocity v  R and substituting R  R p gives

aCF  R p  2 .

(2-87)

Multiplying Equation (2-87) by the mass gives the centrifugal force:

FC  mRp  2 .
The normal force is equivalent to the centrifugal force of Equation (2-88):

(2-88)
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N  mRp  2 .

(2-89)

Applying Newton’s Second Law to the FBD in Figure 2-16b gives
 Fk  Fb  Nsign x   mx .

(2-90)

Applying Hooke’s Law to the spring and damper forces in Equation (2-90) and solving for the
acceleration x gives

x  K lin w  x   Clin w  x   R p  2 sign x  .

(2-91)

The coefficients K lin and C lin are the same as defined in Equations (2-82) and (2-83),
respectively. Since Equation (2-91) is nonlinear, Simulink can also be used to solve it. Equation
(2-91) was put into Simulink and the block diagram is shown in Figure 2-17.
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Figure 2-17: Simulink Diagram of Simple Dynamic Model
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2.4 Simulations
Now that the model is formed, the proof mass will be simulated using values as specified
by the design problem. The rotation rate of the blade assembly for a Blackhawk helicopter is
about 4.3 Hz, so this value was chosen for  . This value was also used for the natural frequency
of the proof mass to achieve the largest amplitude of oscillations. The damping ratio was
determined experimentally for a simple base excited oscillator and was found to be about 0.078.
A mass of 40 grams was selected for the simulations because this mass is close to the proof mass
found in the energy harvester design detailed in Chapter 3. To validate the models, friction will be
ignored at first. Both models were run using the above values and the displacement results are
shown in Figure 2-18 for a typical collective and cyclic pitch of 20° collective and 10° cyclic.
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Figure 2-18: Proof Mass Movement without friction at col 15 and cyc 10
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Notice in Figure 2-18 that the responses for both models match very closely for the non-friction
case. Both amplitudes are about 6.0 in and mean values are about -0.5 in. The correlation
between these models is very good, so the response of the vector model is believed to be valid.
The motion of the pitch link is mostly in the â 3 direction as is evident from the correlation
between the simple model (assumes motion in only one dimension) and the vector model
(assumes motion in all three dimensions). The main difference between these two models is the
normal forces applied to the proof mass. The simple model has a constant normal force
equivalent to the centrifugal force of the proof mass rotating about the center of rotation. The
vector model, however, incorporates rotations of the pitch link that lead to non-constant normal
forces. The difference between the normal forces is illustrated in Figure 2-19 for col 15 and
multiple cyclic angles.
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Figure 2-19: Magnitude of Normal Forces with col 15 and cyc  2.5, 5, 10
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Since the normal forces are different in the two models, the proof mass experiences
different friction forces. Figure 2-20 shows the proof mass displacement for the two models
using the same input as before, except this time including friction. A coefficient of friction of
0.04 is used to approximate a low level of friction.
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Figure 2-20: Proof Mass Movement with friction   0.04 at col 15 and cyc 10

Although the pitch link moves mostly in the vertical direction, the simple model is not capable of
accurately modeling the normal forces on the proof mass in the rotating environment. The vector
model is needed to accurately model the friction forces.
The vector model will now be used to explore the effects that different cyclic inputs will
have on the proof mass response including the effect of friction. A friction coefficient of 0.04
will be used to approximate a Teflon sleeve bearing between the proof mass and wall of the pitch
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link. The same values from the validation simulation will be substituted into the vector model
with friction included this time.
Figure 2-21 shows the response of the proof mass for cyclic pitches of 5°, 7°, and 10°.
Notice for a cyclic pitch of 5°, the proof mass does not vibrate significantly and remains at the
equilibrium position of the system at about -0.47”. This is true for all cyclic pitches below 5°.

Figure 2-21: Response of Sleeve Bearing Model with Small Cyclic Pitches and col 15

Increasing the cyclic pitch above 5° causes the proof mass to oscillate with a larger amplitude
while also increasing the mean value of the vibration. This trend is seen more clearly as the
cyclic pitch is increased to 10°. At 10° cyclic, the response reaches a maximum amplitude of
about 0.70 in with a mean value of about -0.30 in. This trend suggests as the cyclic pitch is
increased, the mean value of the vibration also increases. The increase in the mean value may be
due to the increased rotation of the pitch link as the cyclic pitch is increased. A larger cyclic pitch
requires the pitch link to rotate through larger angles, as was shown in Figure 2-11 and Figure
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2-12 for the plots of pitch link rotation angles  and  , respectively. Forcing the proof mass to
move through increasingly larger angles generates larger inertial forces on the mass, applying a
net force upward that shifts the equilibrium point of the vibration upward. A diagram showing
the effects of the increased rotation of the pitch link is shown in Figure 2-22.

Figure 2-22: Increasing Cyclic Pitch Increases Normal Forces and Equilibrium Position
The same trend is seen for cyclic pitches beyond 10° as shown in Figure 2-23. As the
cyclic pitch is increased to 12°, the mean value continues to increase to about -0.02 in. The
amplitude, however, decreases as the cyclic pitch is increased beyond 10° as shown by the
amplitude of the system at 15° cyclic.
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Figure 2-23: Response of Sleeve Bearing Model with Large Cyclic Pitches and col 15

This reduction in amplitude may also be caused by the increased angle movement of the pitch
link as shown in Figure 2-22. Since the proof mass is forced to rotate through larger and larger
angles as the cyclic pitch is increased, the reaction forces on the walls of the pitch link must also
increase. The friction force increases along with the normal forces on the proof mass which may
cause the diminishing response of the system.
Since the power scavenged is proportional to the amplitude of the proof mass, the
response of the proof mass is desired to be as large as possible. Minimizing the friction
coefficient helps in maximizing the response. Smaller friction coefficients below the value of
Teflon are achievable by using ball bearings. The coefficient of friction for a ball bearing is
chosen to be 0.01, representing a conservative value. Substituting this value for  into the model
produces a response as shown in Figure 2-24 for small cyclic pitches.
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Figure 2-24: Response of Ball Bearing Model with Small Cyclic Pitches and col 15

The amplitudes of the proof mass are much larger for the ball bearing case. Notice the smallest
cyclic input to generate motion is now 1°. As the cyclic pitch is increased beyond 1°, the
amplitude of the motion increases. Again, the maximum response is seen at 10° cyclic with an
amplitude of about 4.69 in. The increasing cyclic pitch results in a smaller mean value as before,
but the change is much less pronounced as shown in Figure 2-24.
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Figure 2-25: Response of Ball Bearing Model with Large Cyclic Pitches and col 15

Figure 2-25 shows the response of the proof mass for cyclic pitches beyond 10°. As the
cyclic pitch is increased beyond 10°, the amplitude of the response diminishes and the mean
value increases. This is the same trend as was generated with the sleeve bearing model. A
similar argument can be made to address why the amplitude diminishes after 10° cyclic and the
mean value increases.
Two plots summarizing the amplitude and mean value of the proof mass motion for both
the sleeve bearing and ball bearing cases are shown in Figure 2-26 and Figure 2-27.
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Figure 2-26: Plot Showing Proof Mass Amplitude Dependence on Cyclic input
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Figure 2-27: Plot Showing Proof Mass Mean Value Dependence on Cyclic input
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2.5 Summary of Dynamics
The dynamic model shows that even though there is a large friction force caused by the
centrifugal force, the proof mass still oscillates with significant amplitude from which energy can
be harvested. As expected, the amplitude of vibration depends on the cyclic input. The
simulation shows the amplitude of oscillation increases with cyclic pitch up to a maximum at 10°
cyclic and decreases with cyclic pitches greater than 10°. This trend may be caused by the
increased pitch link movement at large cyclic pitches. The mean value of the vibration also
depends on the cyclic pitch. During simulations, a trend developed for the mean value such that
as the cyclic pitch increased, the mean value increased. This effect may also be caused by the
increased movement of the pitch link at large cyclic pitches. The mean values generated by the
model were significant, but none violated the design space. Therefore, the mean value of the
vibration should be manageable for an energy harvester.
The type of bearing included in the dynamic model also affected the proof mass motion.
The sleeve bearing allowed movement of the proof mass for cyclic pitches beyond 5° with a
maximum amplitude of about 0.70 in at 10° cyclic. A ball bearing, however, produced a much
larger response, allowing movement at cyclic pitches beyond 1°. The maximum amplitude was
about 4.69 in at 10° cyclic. The next step in the design process is to optimize the design of an
electromagnetic energy harvester to achieve the highest power possible in the design space.

Chapter 3 Energy Harvester Design
A linear electromagnetic energy harvester design is presented and the design parameters
for the system are identified. The power output for an electromagnetic energy harvester,
assuming a uniform magnetic field, is derived followed by the optimization of the design
parameters using the model. A more comprehensive energy harvester model is then derived to
include the effects of a non-uniform magnetic field of a permanent magnet. Additional design
parameters are identified from this analysis followed by optimization of these parameters using
the new model. Finally, the power output of the energy harvester is predicted for both the nonfriction and friction cases.

3.1 Design Overview
The design goal is to fit an energy harvester inside the pitch link rod end as shown in
Figure 3-1. This space is a cylinder with a diameter of ¾ in and a height of 2 in.

Figure 3-1: Pitch Link Rod End Dimensions
The simplest electromagnetic energy harvester contains a vibrating magnet accompanied by a
coil. The simplest and most space-efficient design, therefore, is a vibrating magnet moving inside
a coil. A diagram of this device is shown in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: Diagram of Energy Harvester Model
The outer tube has the same dimensions as the inside of the pitch link rod end. A coil lines the
inner surface of this tube and a permanent magnet oscillates inside the coil. A thin alignment
tube separates the coil and the magnet to keep the two from rubbing. It provides the necessary
reaction forces to keep the magnet vibrating in the axial direction. A bearing is attached to the
magnet to diminish the friction forces. Two springs are installed on either side of the magnet to
provide the restoring force to the system. Knowing the mass of the magnet and bearings, the
spring constant of the springs can be selected to tune the system to the forcing frequency. The
natural frequency of this single degree of freedom system is given by the following equation:

n 

k eq
meq

(3-1)
.

The equivalent spring constant is the sum of both spring constants and the total mass is equivalent
to the mass of the magnet.
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Now that the general layout of the device has been established, the dimensions can be
specified using geometric parameters. From Figure 3-2, the cross section view shows the
longitudinal geometry including the total length of the device L , the length of the magnet p , and
the maximum amplitude Ymax . The maximum amplitude is related to the other length values as
expressed in the following equation:

Ymax 

L p
.
2

(3-2)

The top view in Figure 3-2 shows the radial geometry including the outer diameter of the magnet
D1 , the inner diameter of the coil D2 , and the outer diameter of the coil D3 . The coil and the

magnet are separated by the thin tube of thickness t. This separation links the D1 and D2
dimensions as given in the following expression:
D2  D1  2t .

(3-3)

Most of the geometry is defined by the design problem, including the overall length L and the
outer diameter D3 . The parameters not constrained by the design problem are the length of the
magnet p, the diameter of the magnet D1 , the diameter of the wire Dw , and the resistance of the
load R .

3.2 Power Optimization for a Uniform Magnetic Field
To determine the power output of the energy harvester, the expressions for the
electromagnetic transduction must be established. The principle of electromagnetic transduction
is given by the Maxwell-Faraday induction law which states the curl of an electric field E is
equivalent to the negative of a time changing magnetic field B [23]:

curlE  

B
.
t

(3-4)
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Equation (3-4) can be simplified using Stokes Theorem. Also, it is assumed the voltage V will be
induced in a conducting wire that encloses a surface S with a normal vector n S . The induction
relationship becomes [23]:

V 

d
dt



S

(3-5)

B  n S dS .

Equation (3-5) can be rewritten to take into account voltages induced from conductor movement
[21]:

d
dt



S

B  n S dS 

B
dS 
S t



(3-6)

 u  B dl     Bdv dt .

From Maxwell’s Equations, a magnetic field is divergenceless:
B  0.

(3-7)

Therefore, the third term in Equation (3-6) is zero. Substituting Equation (3-6) into Equation (3-5)
gives an expression for the voltage induced in a conductor when applied to a changing magnetic
field:

V

B
dS .
S t

(3-8)

 u  B  dl  

In Equation (3-8), u is the relative velocity between the conductor and magnetic field, dl is the
infinitesimal length of the conductor, and S is the surface enclosed by the conductor. If the
magnetic field is constant, the second term in Equation (3-8) goes to zero and the expression
simplifies to
V  Blu .

(3-9)

There is a feedback force associated with the current flowing in the coil. This force is the Lorentz
force given by the following expression [22]:
f  qE  u  B .

The Lorentz force exerted on a coil with a current flowing through it is [23]:

(3-10)
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f  i dl  B .

(3-11)

If the magnetic field is assumed to be constant, the Lorentz force becomes
F  Bli .

(3-12)

Knowing the electromagnetic transduction equations, an electromagnetic energy
harvester can now be designed. An analysis similar to that presented in Michelson [7] is detailed
next to show the implementation of the electromagnetic transduction equations to a base excited
single degree of freedom system.
First, Michelson assumes the energy extraction to be proportional to the velocity of the
proof mass. Although the transduction mechanism is not specified, an electromagnetic energy
harvester will be shown to satisfy this assumption. A diagram of the system is shown in Figure
3-3a. Note there is no other dissipative forces present such as friction or linear viscous damping.
This approximation is valid if all other dissipative effects are small compared to the dissipation
by the transduction mechanism. Also, no conditioning circuitry is included because it would
introduce nonlinearities into this linear model.

Figure 3-3: (a) Electromagnetic System (b) Free Body Diagram (c) Hooke’s Law Diagrams
Applying Newton's Second Law to the free body diagram in Figure 3-3b gives
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 Fk  FD  mx .

(3-13)

From Figure 3-3c, the force from the spring and mechanical damper can be rewritten using
Hooke's Law:
Fk  k x  w ,

(3-14)

 .
FD  Dx  w

(3-15)

Applying Equations (3-14) and (3-15) to Equation (3-13) yields
   mx .
 k x  w  Dx  w

(3-16)

Equation (3-16) needs to be written in terms of the relative displacement. The relative
displacement is defined as
y  x w.

(3-17)

The relative velocity and acceleration can be found by taking the first and second derivatives of
Equation (3-17), respectively:
y  x  w ,

(3-18)

y  x  w
 .

(3-19)

 .
 ky  Dy  my  w

(3-20)

Equation (3-16) becomes

Isolating the input w from the output y yields
 .
 my  ky  Dy  mw

(3-21)

Taking the Laplace Transform of Equation (3-21) and assuming the initial conditions to be zero
yields

 ms

2



 Ds  k Y s   ms2W s  .

(3-22)

The transfer function is found by solving for the output (relative motion) over the input (base
motion):
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Y s 
 ms2

.
W s  ms2  Ds  k

(3-23)

Equation (3-23) can be simplified by making the following substitutions for the natural frequency
and damping ratio:

n 
 

(3-24)

k
,
m
D

(3-25)

.

2 km

The transfer function can now be written as

Y s 
 s2
 2
.
W s  s  2 n s   n2

(3-26)

The frequency response function (FRF) for the system is found by substituting s  j into
Equation (3-26):

H   

2
.
  2  2 n j   n2

(3-27)

The frequency ratio is defined as

r


.
n

(3-28)

Substituting Equation (3-28) into Equation (3-27) gives the FRF to be

H   

(3-29)

r2
.
1  r 2  2rj

The magnitude of the FRF is
H   

Y0

W0

r2

1  r 

2 2

.

 4 2 r 2

The energy dissipated by the damping element in one period is

(3-30)
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E

Y0



(3-31)

FD dy .

Y0

From Equation (3-15), the force applied by the damping element is
FD  Dy .

(3-32)

Substituting Equation (3-32) into Equation (3-31) yields
ED

Y0



(3-33)

ydy .

Y0

Since the input is assumed to be sinusoidal, the output is also a sinusoidal function:
y  Y0 sin t  .

(3-34)

Equation (3-34) can be rewritten using the definition of a FRF:
y  W0 H   sin t  .

(3-35)

Substituting Equation (3-35) into Equation (3-33) and multiplying by
ED

T



0

y 2 dt  DW02 H    2
2

T



0

dt
yields
dt

cos2 t dt .

(3-36)

Equation (3-36) can be rewritten using the following double angle formula:

cos2   

1
1  cos2  .
2

(3-37)

Also, the period T is defined as

T

2



(3-38)

.

Substituting Equations (3-37) and (3-38) into Equation (3-36) gives

1
2
E  DW02 H    2
2
Evaluating the integral yields



2

0



1  cos2t dt .

(3-39)
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2

1
1
1
1
2
2


 2

E  DW02 H    2 t 
sin 2t   DW02 H    2 

sin 4  .
2
2

2

2


0



(3-40)

The energy dissipated in one cycle is

DW02 r 4

E  DW02 H    
2

1  r 

2 2

 4 2 r 2

Multiplying Equation (3-41) by the frequency f 

P



2 2

1  r 

2 2

 4 2 r 2

(3-41)
.


to get the power dissipation gives
2

mW02 r 3 3

1  r 

2mW02 r 3 2

(3-42)

 4 2 r 2

.

Michelson obtains the same equation for power dissipation. The optimum damping ratio, which
maximizes power, is found by taking the partial derivative of power with respect to the damping
ratio  and setting it equal to zero. The partial derivative of Equation (3-41) with respect to  is





2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
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.


0
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(3-43)

Since none of the coefficients of Equation (3-43) can be zero and the denominator cannot be zero,
the optimum damping ratio is found by setting the numerator of Equation (3-43) equal to zero:



0  1 r 2



2

 4 2 r 2 .

(3-44)

Solving for the damping ratio in Equation (3-44) yields

 opt, P 

(3-45)

1 r2
2r

.

As Michelson notes, if the energy harvester operates at resonance the optimum damping
ratio is zero. This will most likely violate the spatial boundaries of the problem. Therefore, the
damping ratio must be increased to not violate the boundaries of the system. Given a maximum
amplitude of the design space Ymax ,  can be found using Equation (3-30):
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 opt,Y 

1
2r



r 4W02
 1 r 2
2
Ymax



2

(3-46)
.

Substituting Equation (3-46) into Equation (3-42) gives the power dissipation:
Popt,Y 



4
2
1
2
3 r W0
mY

 1 r 2
max
2
2r 2
Ymax



2

(3-47)
.

If the energy harvester operates at resonance, the optimum damping ratio and maximum power
dissipation is

1 W0
,
2 Ymax

(3-48)

1
mW0Ymax  3 .
2

(3-49)

 opt,Y ,r 1 

Popt,Y ,r 1 

Michelson's circuit for the energy harvester is an RL circuit as shown in Figure 3-4a.
Including the inductance of the coil in the circuit diagram, however, changes the transfer function
of Equation (3-23). To use the design equations just derived, the circuit has to only include an
equivalent resistance like the circuit diagram of Figure 3-4b. Including only the equivalent
resistance of the circuit in the model assumes the inductance effects of the circuit are small and
do not affect the dynamics of the system.

Figure 3-4: (a) RL Circuit Diagram (b) Simplified Circuit Diagram
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Applying Kirchoff's Voltage Law to the simplified circuit of Figure 3-4b yields
V  VR  0 .

(3-50)

The voltage drop across a resistor is given by the following expression [19]:
VR  Ri .

(3-51)

Substituting Equation (3-51) into Equation (3-50) gives
V  Ri  0 .

(3-52)

The voltage generated in the coil is found from Equation (3-9), where y is the relative velocity:
V  Bly .

(3-9)

Substituting Equation (3-9) into Equation (3-52) and solving for i yields
(3-53)

Bl
y .
R

i

Substituting Equation (3-53) into Equation (3-12) gives the expression for the feedback force
from the electromagnetic coupling on the proof mass:
F

Bl 2
R

y .

(3-54)

Comparing Equation (3-54) to Equation (3-32) yields
D

Bl 2
R

(3-55)

.

Substituting this value for D into the optimized damping ratio gives

 

Bl 2
2 R km

(3-56)
.

The magnetic flux density and length of the coil can be optimized, but are constrained by
the design space. The resistance R that optimizes power dissipation, however, can be selected
independently of the spatial geometry. Therefore, the resistance is chosen to achieve the
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optimum damping ratio. Substituting Equation (3-56) into Equation (3-48) and solving for R
yields the optimum resistance value at resonance:
Ymax Bl 

2

Ropt,r 1 

W0 km

Ymax Bl 
.
W0 m n
2



(3-57)

If the resistor is selected according to Equation (3-57), the power output is given by Equation
(3-49):

Popt,Y ,r 1 

1
mW0Ymax  3 .
2

(3-49)

This equation is only applicable if the optimum damping ratio can be achieved. From Equation
(3-56), the damping ratio depends on the electrical resistance. Since there are no constraints on
the resistance, the optimum damping ratio should be achievable for any energy harvester by
selecting the appropriate resistance value according to Equation (3-57). Using this assumption,
Equation (3-49) can be optimized for a given design space. In this design problem, the forcing
frequency  and input amplitude W0 are fixed. The mass m and maximum amplitude Ymax
should be optimized to get the most power. These two quantities, however, oppose each other
because as the mass of the proof mass increases, the maximum allowable stroke decreases. The
mass will now be expressed in terms of the system geometry.
Assuming constant density, the mass of the magnet is equal to its density multiplied by its
volume:
mmagnet   magnetVmagnet .

(3-58)

The volume of the magnet is given by the following expression:

Vmagnet 


4

pD12 .

Substituting Equations (3-2), (3-58), and (3-59) into Equation (3-49) gives

(3-59)
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Pmax 

L p 3
1

 magnet pD12W0
 .
2
4
2

(3-60)

Simplifying Equation (3-60) yields

Pmax 


8

 magnet pL  p D12W0  3 .

(3-61)

Now that the power is expressed in terms of the geometry, the parameters can be optimized to
maximize the power. The maximum power occurs for a value of p where the derivative of the
power is zero. Taking the partial derivative of Equation (3-61) with respect to p gives





Pmax 
  magnet D22  D12 W0  3 L  p   p  .
p
8

(3-62)

Simplifying Equation (3-62) and setting it equal to zero yields

p

L
.
2

(3-63)

Equation (3-63) gives the optimum length of the magnet to be half the length of the energy
harvester. The same procedure is executed for the magnet diameter D2 , but the optimum
diameter is zero. This value for the diameter is not possible, therefore, the diameter of the magnet
cannot be optimized using this analysis. Note the diameter of the coil wire does not appear in the
power equation. The wire diameter, therefore, is also not able to be optimized using this
analysis.
Substituting the given quantities for the problem (   4.3 Hz and L  2.0 in) , and
assuming the diameter of the magnet to be about 0.50 in (optimum diameter from a later
optimization technique), the power output is predicted to be about 25 mW for an input amplitude
of about 1 in. Using this analysis, the energy harvester should be able to generate sufficient
power for the sensor.
These equations are very limited in application because the model assumes zero
mechanical damping and the wire in the coil is assumed to have no resistance. Furthermore, the
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magnetic field is assumed to be uniform. Most energy harvesting devices, however, employ a
permanent magnet as the magnetic field source. The magnetic field of a permanent magnet is
usually highly non-uniform, making the assumption of a constant field invalid. A more
comprehensive model is needed to capture the energy harvester’s behavior. The first step is to
derive the magnetic field for the permanent magnet employed in the design.

3.3 Magnetic Field of a Permanent Magnet
A permanent magnet is made by magnetizing a ferromagnetic material. A magnetizing
field H is applied to the material to induce a magnetization M. The relationship between these
two quantities in a ferromagnetic material is shown in Figure 3-5. A diagram of the direction of
magnetization of the magnetic domains is also included.

Figure 3-5: Hysteresis Loop in a Ferromagnetic Material [22]
Before a magnetizing field is applied to the material, all of the magnetic domains in the material
are oriented in random directions as shown at point (A). As the magnetizing field is applied, the
magnetization of the material increases. It continues to increase, until the material reaches its
maximum magnetization level at point (B). As the magnetizing field is removed, the material
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decreases in magnetization, but at a much slower rate than when it was magnetized initially from
points (A) to (B). Once the magnetizing field is removed completely, the magnetization of the
material reaches its remanence magnetization (Mr). If the polarity of the magnetizing field is
reversed, the magnetization of the material decreases as shown in the diagram. Once the
magnetizing field is decreased to point (C), the material again experiences magnetization
saturation. This saturation is similar to the magnetization at point (B), but the polarity is
reversed. If this process is repeated, the magnetization of the material continues to follow the
hysteresis curve. The magnetization of a permanent magnet is the remanence magnetization
because there is no external magnetizing field applied to the ferromagnetic material [22].
As shown in the design diagram from Figure 3-2, an axially magnetized cylindrical
permanent magnet will be used in the energy harvester. The following derivation is for an axially
magnetized cylindrical magnet.
There are many methods available to calculate the magnetic field produced from a
ferromagnetic material. There are three approaches listed in [22] including i) calculating the
magnetic dipole by integrating over the volume distribution of magnetization, ii) replacing the
magnetization by an equivalent distribution of current density, and iii) replacing the
magnetization by an equivalent distribution of magnetic charge. The third option, which is also
known as the Coulombian approach, will be applied while following an analysis similar to that
presented in Ravaud [24].
The Coulombian approach calculates the demagnetization field (H), which is related to
the magnetic flux density (B) and the magnetization (M) by the following relationship [22]:
B   0 H  M .

(3-64)

In free space, outside of the magnet, the magnetization is zero and Equation (3-64) simplifies to
B  0 H .

(3-65)
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The constant  0 is the magnetic constant and has the following value:

0  4 107 T m A -1 .

(3-66)

The magnetic flux density can be determined using the Coulombian approach by multiplying the
result by the magnetic constant. The following expression gives the demagnetizing field for a
given geometry and magnetization M [22]:
1
Hr  
4









V

  M r  r  d 3 r  
r  r

3



S

M  e n r  r 
r  r

3



d r  .



(3-67)

2

In Equation (3-67), the primed variables correspond to the coordinates making up the volume. A
diagram of the problem is shown in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3-6: Coulombian Approach for an Axially Magnetized Cylindrical Magnet [22]
Since the permanent magnet is in the shape of a cylinder, a cylindrical coordinate system

eˆr , eˆ , eˆz  is used with an origin at point O. The cylinder is assumed to be magnetized in the
axial direction, so the magnetization only has a component in the e z direction:
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M  0,0, M  .

(3-68)

To find M, Equation (3-64) can be applied:
B   0 H  M .

(3-64)

When a permanent magnet is removed from the magnetizing field, the value of H is very small
and the magnetic field B is at its remanence value (BR). For a permanent magnet that is axially
magnetized, the magnetization is


B 
M  0,0, R  .
0 


(3-69)

Since the magnetization is assumed to be uniform in the magnet, the first term in
Equation (3-67) is zero. Equation (3-67) simplifies to

Hr  

1
4



M  e n r  r 

S

r  r

3

d 2r .

(3-70)

The spatial coordinates r and r  are expressed in the cylindrical coordinate system, but must be
independent. These vectors are defined as
r  r ,0, z,

(3-71)

r  r  cos , r  sin  , z  .

(3-72)

The surface integral in Equation (3-70) requires integration over all surfaces of the magnet. Since
the cylindrical magnet is made up of three surfaces, the integral is evaluated by summing over
each surface labeled in Figure 3-6. The normal vectors for these three surfaces are defined
below:
e nA  0,0,1 ,

(3-73)

e nB  0,0,1 ,

(3-74)

e nC  1,0,0 .

(3-75)
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The dot product of the magnetization with the normal vector for surface C is zero because the two
directions are perpendicular. Evaluating the dot products for surfaces A and B and substituting
Equations (3-69), (3-71), and (3-72) into Equation (3-70) gives


BR 
Hr  
4 0 



r  r  cos , r  sin  , z  h

0 0 z  h2  r  r  cos 2  r  2 sin 2  3 2 r dr d  

.
2 R
r  r  cos , r  sin  , z



r
d
r
d


0 0 z 2  r  r  cos 2  r  2 sin 2  3 2

2

R

(3-76)

Since the magnetic field (B) is desired, Equation (3-64) can be applied to Equation (3-76) to get
an expression for the magnetic field that is valid only when evaluated outside the magnet:


BR 
Br  
4 



r  r  cos , r  sin  , z  h

0 0 z  h2  r  r  cos 2  r  2 sin 2  3 2 r dr d  

.
2 R
r  r  cos , r  sin  , z



r
d
r
d


0 0 z 2  r  r  cos 2  r  2 sin 2  3 2

2

R

(3-77)

The double integrals in Equation (3-77) cannot be evaluated analytically, so they were found
numerically. A Matlab code is listed in Appendix B that computes the magnetic field for any
position outside of the magnet. This expression was validated using a finite element application
available from a magnet manufacturer [25]. Two verification plots are included in Figure 3-7 and
Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-7: Verification Plot for Magnet D  1.00 in, H  0.50 in, Z  0.125 in [25]

Figure 3-8: Verification Plot for Magnet D  0.25 in, H  1.00 in, R  0.50 in [25]
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Notice in both plots, the component of the magnetic field in the ê -direction is zero. Since the
magnet is magnetized in the axial direction and the magnet is axially symmetric, there should be
no component of the field in the ê -direction. Now that the field of the permanent magnet is
established, the transduction equations can be found.
Consider the electromagnetic transduction equation from Equation (3-8):

V

B
dS .
S t

(3-8)

 u  B  dl  

Since the magnetic field B is no longer constant, these integrals must be evaluated. The second
term in Equation (3-8) is typically much smaller than the first so it will be assumed to be
negligible as discussed in Wang [12]. The new voltage expression becomes
V

 u  B  dl .

(3-78)

First, the cross product in the path integral must be evaluated. As derived above, the magnetic
field has components only in the axial and radial direction that depend on position:
B  Br r, z ,0, Bz r, z .

(3-79)

The velocity of this energy harvester is only along the axial direction:
u  0,0, y t  .

(3-80)

Using Equations (3-79) and (3-80), the cross product can now be evaluated:
eˆr
eˆ
uB 
0
0
Br r , z  0

eˆ z
y t 

Bz r , z 

(3-81)
 Br r , z  y t eˆ  0, Br r , z  y t ,0 .

The integral in Equation (3-78) is a path integral corresponding to the conducting
material present in the magnetic field. For this application, an air coil is used as the conductor for
the magnetic field. Typical air coils are wound in a helical fashion starting from one end and
ending at the other. If multiple layers are to be used, the same process is repeated for the next
layer only this time starting at the far end and ending at the near end. This process is repeated
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until the desired number of layers is complete. The path integral of the entire coil can be split up
into separate integrals for each layer. For now, the path integral will be evaluated for a single
helix. The equation for a helix in cylindrical coordinates is
l  r0 , s, bs

(3-82)

where s is the path coordinate, r0 is the radius of the helix, and b is a constant giving the slope of
the helix in the ê z -direction.
Taking the derivative of Equation (3-82) gives
dl  0, ds, bds.

(3-83)

Using Equations (3-81) and (3-83), the integral in Equation (3-78) can be evaluated:
V

 0, B r, z y t ,0 0, ds, bds  y t B r, z ds .
sf

si

sf

r

si

(3-84)

r

Since the coil is represented by a helix, the magnetic field is always evaluated at the same radius.
Therefore, the magnetic field only depends on the axial position z. Also, the integral in Equation
(3-84) can be integrated using z by transforming the independent variable from s to z from the
definition of a helix in Equation (3-82):

ds 

1
dz .
b

(3-85)

Also, the velocity does not depend on position, so it can be taken out of the integral. Making the
appropriate substitutions, the voltage expression becomes

V  y t 

1
b



zf

zi

Br z dz .

(3-86)

Defining the integral of the magnetic field over the coil to be

~ 1
B
b
Equation (3-86) becomes



zf

zi

Br z dz .

(3-87)
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~
V  By t  .

(3-88)

The feedback force from Equation (3-11) must also be evaluated considering the non-constant
magnetic field:



(3-11)

f  i dl  B .

Using Equations (3-79) and (3-83), the cross product in (3-11) can be evaluated:
eˆr
eˆ
eˆ z
dl  B 
0
ds
bds  B z r , z ds, Br r , z bds, Br r , z ds .
Br r , z  0 B z r , z 

(3-89)

Substituting Equation (3-89) into Equation (3-11) gives
f

 it  B r, z ds, B r, z bds,B r, z ds .
sf

z

si

r

(3-90)

r

The current does not depend on position, so it can be pulled outside of the integral. The same
variable change used in Equation (3-86) can also be used to convert to the independent variable z.
Making the appropriate substitutions gives

1
f  i t 
b



zf

zi

B z z dz,



zf

zi

Br z dz,

1
b



zf

zi


Br z dz .


(3-91)

Assuming the walls of the energy harvester will compensate for the forces in the ê r and ê
directions, the force that will inhibit motion in the ê z direction is

f z  it 

1
b



zf

zi

Br z dz .

(3-92)

Substituting Equation (3-87) into Equation (3-92) gives
~
f z   Bit  .

(3-93)

Notice that the integral of the magnetic field over the length of the coil is the same as the integral
in the voltage expression. Since the magnetic field was found numerically, the integral of the
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magnetic field must also be evaluated numerically. These equations should provide a better
representation of the electromagnetic coupling compared to the uniform magnetic field model.

3.4 Additional Design Parameters
Before the design parameters specified in Figure 3-2 can be optimized, other important
parameters to optimize will be found by examining the transduction equations and the magnetic
field. The parameters that give the largest electromagnetic transduction will be identified by
considering Equation (3-87):

~ 1
B
b



zf

zi

Br z dz .

(3-87)

Equation (3-87) requires the integration of the radial component of the magnetic field Br.
A plot of Br for multiple radial positions is shown in Figure 3-9.

Figure 3-9: Plot of Magnetic Field Dependence on Position ( D1  0.5 in, p  1.0 in)
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The radial component of the magnetic field is an odd function with the peak values at the edges of
the magnet (z = 0.5 in and z = -0.5 in for a magnet with a height of 1 in). Notice that Br
~
decreases as the value of r is increased. B for a single layer coil is the area under this curve. The
~
total value of B is the sum of the areas under the magnetic field curves for every coil layer.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, the entire path integral is the sum of the path integrals from
~
each helix in the coil. The expanded definition of B for a multilayered coil is

~
B

N


i 1

di

1
b



zf

zi

Br ri , z dz .

(3-94)

In this expression, N represents the total number of layers and d i is the direction of
integration. The direction of integration alternates between -1 and 1, depending in which direction
the ith layer is wound. A simple diagram showing the direction of winding/integration is shown in
Figure 3-10.

Figure 3-10: Picture of an air coil wound in a helical fashion with multiple layers
Using the alternating winding directions, the direction of integration can be simplified to be
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i
d i   1 .

(3-95)

Equation (3-94) becomes

~
B

N

1
  1i z
i 1

zf

b

Br ri , z dz .

(3-96)

i

The initial winding direction is arbitrary and can be switched by multiplying Equation (3-96) by
-1. Note that this winding method adds the area under the magnetic field curve for even layers
and subtracts area for odd layers. Therefore, a coil with many layers (and consequently a large
coil length) does not necessarily produce a large magnetic coupling. An initial glance at this

~
~
expression may conclude B is zero. The value of B , however, is nonzero because the magnetic
field decreases in strength as the layers get further away from the magnet.
For now, consider the integration over a single layer. Notice the integral in Equation
(3-87) depends on the lower and upper limits of the coil. Therefore, the value of this integral will
~
change depending on the height of the coil and position of the magnet. Due to this variation, B

will be evaluated for various positions that are in the range of the magnet’s motion. Figure 3-11
~
shows B for various coil heights and magnet positions. The magnet used for this plot has an

outer diameter of 0.50 in and a height of 1.0 in. The upper and lower limits of the magnet’s
movement are indicated in Figure 3-11.
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Figure 3-11: Integral of Br Dependence on Coil Height
~
Notice that B is zero at the origin for any size coil. The integral is zero because Br z  is an odd

function. An odd function has equal areas on either side of the origin but with opposing signs.
When the two areas are added together, the result is zero. Only when the magnet moves from the
origin is there an unequal area on either side of the origin to produce a nonzero value for the
integral.
~
Referring back to Figure 3-11, the magnitude of B depends on the coil height. To
~
maximize the magnetic coupling, the curve with the maximum B value should be chosen within

the operating limits. The curve with the largest value has a coil height of 1 in, which is the same
height as the magnet in this case.
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The integral of the magnetic field, however, is still not optimum for this application.
~
From Figure 3-11, B is zero at the origin and reaches a maximum towards the ends of the

magnet. If harmonic oscillations are assumed, the magnet will vibrate in a sinusoidal manner.
This motion has its maximum velocity at the origin and zero velocity at the ends. Unfortunately,
~
~
the velocity reaches a maximum when B is zero at the origin and B reaches a maximum when

the velocity is zero at the ends. This produces a voltage signal at twice the frequency of the
magnet’s movement at a relatively small magnitude. A solution to this problem is to move the
~
~
coil away from the origin to shift the plot of B . Figure 3-12 shows the plot of B for a coil with

a height of 1.0 in and at varying distances away from the origin.

Figure 3-12: Integral of Br Dependence on Coil Position
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Notice at about an offset distance of 0.50 in, the integral of the magnetic field reaches a
maximum. The voltage for this coil position is much larger than a coil at the origin because now
~
both the velocity and B reach a maximum at the origin. Also, the voltage signal is no longer at

twice the frequency of the magnet’s movement.
From these observations, the height of the coil and position of the coil will be included in
the variables to be optimized.
Another parameter that should be included in the optimization is the diameter of the coil
wire. The simplified analysis assumes the coil wire has no resistance and the resistance in the
circuit can be selected independent of the energy harvester geometry. An actual coil has a
resistance that depends on the diameter of the wire and the length of the coil. This resistance acts
as a dissipative element in the system and diminishes the available power. Including the
resistance of the coil changes the circuit from Figure 3-4b, making the actual one similar to the
circuit shown in Figure 3-13.

Figure 3-13: Actual Circuit Diagram

The resistance Rc represents the resistance of the coil and R L represents the load resistance. The
power output is now defined as the power dissipated by the load resistor. Including the coil
resistance decreases the output power because another dissipative element has been added to the
system. If the coil resistance is small, this additional resistance can be neglected (as assumed in
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Section 3.2). The resistance per unit length of the coil, however, increases exponentially with
decreasing coil diameter [20] as shown in Figure 3-14.
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Figure 3-14: Wire Resistance per Unit Length as a Function of Wire Gauge
Since a large voltage is desired, the coil diameter should be as small as possible to allow for many
turns in the coil. Decreasing the coil diameter, however, increases the resistance of the coil. A
larger resistance decreases the current in the circuit, and therefore diminishes the power.
All the design parameters have been identified. Figure 3-15 shows a new diagram of the
energy harvester including all the parameters to be optimized including the diameter of the
magnet, height of the magnet, diameter of the wire, height of the coil, and vertical offset of the
coil.
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Figure 3-15: New Diagram of Energy Harvester Showing Parameters to be Optimized

3.5 Power Optimization for a Non-Uniform Magnetic Field Model
Since the design equations from Section 3.2 are not valid with this circuit, the voltage and
power output of the energy harvester will now be redefined to take into account the coil
resistance. The voltage output of the energy harvester will be similar to that of a voltage divider:

VL 

RL
V.
Rc  RL

(3-97)

The definition of RMS power of the load resistor will be used to characterize the power:
PRMS  VRMS I RMS .

(3-98)

The RMS values for the current and voltage will be calculated numerically using the definition of
RMS value for a continuous periodic function [19]:

f RMS 

1
T

T



0

f

2

t dt .

(3-99)
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Now that the electrical part of the energy harvester has been examined, the electromechanical
system can be formulated. The single degree of freedom oscillator representation of the energy
harvester is shown in Figure 3-16a. The free body diagram in Figure 3-16b shows all the forces
acting on the proof mass including the force from the electromagnetic transduction Fm .

Figure 3-16: (a) System Overview; (b) Free Body Diagram; (c) Constitutive Relationships
Applying Newton’s Second Law to the free body diagram (FBD) produces
 Fk  Fc  Fm  mx .

(3-100)

Substituting the constitutive relationships from Equations (3-14) and (3-15) into Equation (3-100)
gives
   Fm  mx .
 k x  w  cx  w

(3-101)

Substituting the relative displacement expression from Equation (3-17) into Equation (3-101)
gives the equation of motion in terms of y :
  .
 ky  cy  Fm  my  w

(3-102)

Since the force from the current flowing through the coil is nonlinear, the equation of motion
must simulated using Simulink. Rewriting Equation (3-102) to solve for y gives
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y 

(3-103)

1
 ky  cy  Fm  mw .
m

Equation (3-103) can be easily implemented into Simulink as shown in Figure 3-17.
Lookup
Table
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x
Product3

D:1
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Constant5
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y
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Figure 3-17: Simulink Diagram of Energy Harvester System
An additional force is included in the Simulink diagram called Bumpers. This block is used to
enforce the boundary limits of the actual system. If the proof mass exceeds a threshold value, a
spring force will be activated to keep the proof mass within the operating space. This force
approximates the restoring force provided by the boundaries in the actual system.
The voltage induced in the coil is found from Equation (3-87). Since the integral of the
magnetic field depends on the position of the magnet, a lookup table block is included in the
simulation. The voltage is applied to the circuit of Figure 3-13. The current induced in the coil is
found using Equation (3-51):

VR  Ri .

(3-51)
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The equivalent resistance in Equation (3-51) is the sum of the load resistor and the resistance
from the coil:
R  RL  Rc .

(3-104)

Once the current is determined, Equation (3-93) can be used to find the feedback force from the
current flowing in the coil:
~
f z   Bit  .

(3-93)

Again, the lookup table block must be utilized to evaluate the integral of the magnetic field at the
magnet’s current position.
The design parameters were put into Matlab and the optimum values were found using
the optimization function fminsearch. This optimization program finds the minimum of a
function using a nongradient method. A nongradient optimization program was needed because
the objective function (power) is discontinuous. Since this function finds the minimum value of a
function, the power was multiplied by -1 to make it still useable. This model includes a
mechanical damping of 0.078 (found from experimentation), no friction, and a gap distance
between the magnet and coil of about t  0.10 in. The optimization was run using numerous
initial values and a few minima were found. The magnet dimensions were usually consistent
giving a diameter of about 0.53 in and a height of about 1.10 in. The magnet manufacturer does
not offer these dimensions, so the closest dimensions were chosen: diameter of 0.50 in and a
height of 1.0 in.
Unlike the magnet dimensions, the optimum coil dimensions varied depending on the
initial input values. Values for the wire diameter, height of the coil, and load resistance could not
be selected by optimizing the power. Since the load resistance depends on resistance of the coil
(which itself depends on the wire diameter and coil height), the dependence of the power on the
wire diameter and coil height were investigated. A surface plot of the power dependence on the
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wire diameter is shown in Figure 3-18 and surface plot of the power dependence on the coil
height is shown in Figure 3-19.
Power Output Dependence on Wire Diameter
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Figure 3-18: Surface Plot of Power Dependence on Wire Diameter
Power Output Dependence on Coil Height
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Figure 3-19: Surface Plot of Power Dependence on Coil Height
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Notice in Figure 3-18 that there is no peak in the power, but rather a hill. This surface plot shows
that for any wire diameter, a load resistance can be selected to optimize the power. Therefore, the
wire diameter cannot be selected by optimizing the power alone. The same is true for the coil
height as shown in Figure 3-19. For any coil height, a load resistance can be selected to optimize
the power. Therefore, these parameters must be selected by using other criteria.
Another output of the system that should be optimized is the voltage. The power
generated by the energy harvester must be conditioned for the sensor. This conditioning includes
a rectifying circuit that changes the AC signal to a DC signal. The diodes used in this circuitry
causes a drop in the voltage. The voltage must be large enough to overcome this voltage drop.
The coil height can be optimized to maximize the voltage. By changing the objective function in
the optimization program to voltage, the optimum coil height was determined to be about 1 in.
The same process was conducted for the wire diameter, but no optimum could be found. Figure
3-20 shows as the wire diameter decreases, the voltage increases exponentially. The wire
diameter cannot be selected by optimizing for voltage and power.
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Figure 3-20: Voltage Dependence on Wire Gauge
Another constraint that can be applied to find the optimum wire diameter is the current in
the wire. The wire current should not exceed the maximum current rating for that wire diameter.
An optimum wire diameter, however, could not be found using this constraint. As the wire
diameter decreases, the maximum allowable current that can flow through it also decreases.
Since the current flowing through the wire also decreases with decreasing wire diameter, the
current always remains below the current limit of the wire.
All the constraints applicable to the design have been applied to optimize the wire
diameter, but no optimum could be located. It can be concluded that the smaller the wire
diameter used in the energy harvester, the better the design (maximizes voltage). The only
limitations on the wire diameter are assembly issues associated with winding a coil. A
manufacturer should be able to wind a very small wire, but a relatively large diameter wire will
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be selected for the prototype because the coil will be wrapped by hand. A 30 gauge wire (0.010 in
diameter) will be used for the power predictions.
Now that all the parameters have been specified, the power output will be determined for
different input levels. Figure 3-21 shows the output power for a range of input accelerations for
the energy harvester with no friction. These accelerations have been obtained from the simplified
dynamic model from Chapter 2 and correspond to cyclic angle inputs that range from 0 to 15°.
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Figure 3-21: Power Output without Friction for Varying Input Accelerations
Notice the power output is well above the 1 mW power requirement for the sensor for almost all
input accelerations. Therefore, an electromagnetic energy harvester constrained to the design
space of the pitch link rod end should generate enough power for the sensor without friction. The
next step is to simulate the energy harvester in the dynamic model of Chapter 2, to see if enough
power can be generated when friction is included.
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3.6 Energy Harvester Performance in a Rotating Environment
The energy harvester will be implemented into the dynamic model from Chapter 2 by
developing the equation of motion for the system including the forces from the electromagnetic
coupling. Figure 3-22a shows the new free body diagram and Figure 3-22b shows the circuit
diagram.

Figure 3-22: (a) Modified Free Body Diagram (b) Circuit Diagram
The new force equation is similar to Equation (2-69) but includes the force from the
electromagnetic coupling and the bumpers:







F   Nsign h  mg cos   kh  ch  Fm  Fbump eˆr  F eˆ  F  mg sin  eˆ

(3-105)

The Simulink diagrams from Figure 2-15 and Figure 3-17 are combined to obtain the total system
diagram as shown in Figure 3-23.
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Figure 3-23: Simulink Model including Electromagnetic Effects
The power output of the energy harvester can now be obtained for the system including friction.
The two types of bearings from Chapter 2 are used to calculate the power output. Figure 3-24
shows the power output for the energy harvester with both types of bearings. Figure 3-25 shows a
close up view of the power generated to assess the minimum input needed to generate significant
power.
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Figure 3-24: Power Output with Friction for Different Cyclic Angles

Figure 3-25: Magnification of Power Output Plot to Determine Minimum Base Acceleration
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Notice the power output is very low for small cyclic angles. Recall from Chapter 2, there was
very little movement of the proof mass at 5° cyclic input for the sleeve bearing model. Power
generation below 5°, therefore, is not expected to be large. For a cyclic pitch greater than about
8.3°, there is significant power generation for the sleeve bearing design as shown in Figure 3-25.
The ball bearing design has significant power generation for cyclic pitches beyond 6.1°. It can be
concluded that the smaller the friction coefficient, the smaller the minimum cyclic angle needed
for significant power generation.
To assess the efficiency of the energy harvester, the actual power output of the system
will be compared to the ideal power output using the following equation:

E system 

Pactual
 100% .
Pideal

(3-106)

The power output of the energy harvester was recorded for the system without any losses (ideal
case) and for the system with dissipation (actual case). The efficiency of the system at different
input amplitudes is shown in Figure 3-26.
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Figure 3-26: Efficiency of Energy Harvester with a Sleeve Bearing and Ball Bearing
Notice the ball bearing energy harvester has a much larger efficiency than the sleeve bearing
energy harvester for all input amplitudes. This result is expected because the ball bearing energy
harvester has less dissipation than the sleeve bearing energy harvester. The largest efficiency for
the ball bearing model is about 30%, while the sleeve bearing is only about 12% over the input
range considered.
In summary, an electromagnetic energy harvester should be able to provide enough
power for the load monitoring sensor as long as the cyclic angle is above the minimum value.
When the minimum cyclic angle is exceeded, however, more than enough power can be
harvested. The type of bearing determines the minimum cyclic angle required to harvest a
significant amount of power. The ball bearing design had a smaller minimum cyclic angle
compared to the sleeve bearing design because the coefficient of friction for the ball bearing is
smaller than the sleeve bearing. A smaller coefficient of friction results in larger proof mass
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movement and consequently higher power output. The next step is to fabricate an actual energy
harvester to validate the energy harvester model.

Chapter 4 Fabrication and Experimentation
Now that the design parameters have been specified, an actual energy harvester can be
fabricated. Two models of the energy harvester were considered: one with a sleeve bearing and
one with a ball bearing. Once the energy harvesters were constructed, they were tested using a
vibration shaker. The natural frequencies and mechanical damping ratios were identified along
with the optimum load resistances and power outputs for different input conditions. The data
obtained from these tests were then used to validate the theoretical model in Chapter 3. After the
bench-top tests, the sleeve bearing energy harvester was tested on a rotor stand to simulate the
centrifugal force present in the pitch link environment.

4.1 Design Implementation
A sleeve bearing energy harvester was developed using the design parameters specified
in Chapter 3. These parameters as well as the dimensions of the energy harvester specified from
the design problem are listed in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1: Design Parameters for Energy Harvester

Design Parameters
Operating Length

2.00 in

Outer Diameter

0.75 in

Magnet Diameter

0.50 in

Magnet Height

1.00 in

Coil Height

1.00 in

Wire Gauge

30

Total Mass

24.1 g

Equivalent Stiffness

0.010 lb/in

A 3D model of this energy harvester was created and a cross section of it is shown in
Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1: 3D Model of Sleeve Bearing Energy Harvester
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The cylindrical magnet oscillates at the center of the energy harvester and is kept in line by the
guide tube. Two Teflon caps are attached to the magnet and the caps slide on the guide tube. The
interface between the guide tube and the Teflon caps make up the sleeve bearing. The coil is
wrapped around the guide tube in alternating layers until it reaches the outer tube. Spacers on
either side of the coil keep it in place as the energy harvester vibrates. Polyurethane bumpers are
located at the top and bottom of the energy harvester to keep the magnet within the 2 in design
space.
The outer tube and top and bottom caps are made of nonmagnetic materials to ensure the
dynamics of the magnet are not altered and the magnetic field is not distorted. The energy
harvester packaging is about 2 in larger than the design constraints to accommodate the springs.
The only springs available that fit the design space and supplied a natural frequency close to 4.3
Hz were longer than desired. The outer tube is made of clear plastic tubing with holes on both the
top and bottom caps to allow for measurements of the proof mass movement.
The ball bearing energy harvester was more difficult to design due to limitations on linear
ball bearings. These bearings require much more packaging compared to the sleeve bearing
design. A small linear ball bearing could not be found that would fit in the design space, so a
modified design was used in order to implement the linear ball bearing.
The ball bearing energy harvester design is reversed compared to the sleeve bearing
design; the proof mass is the coil and the magnet remains stationary. A cross section of the 3D
model of this energy harvester is shown in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2: 3D Model of Ball Bearing Energy Harvester
The same principles that govern the sleeve bearing dynamics should still apply in this design
because the electromagnetic transduction expressions depend on the relative displacement
between the magnet and the coil. A center rod runs through the energy harvester to support the
ring magnets at the center. The entire assembly is held together by the top and bottom caps,
which are attached to the center rod. The ball bearing acts as the rod end inner surface because
the inner diameter is about 0.75 in. A coil container slides on the ball bearings. The actual
energy harvester to be installed in the pitch link rod end will not have ball bearings. It is assumed
when this design is manufactured for actual use, the ball bearings will be incorporated into the
coil container. The current ball bearing placement was chosen to simplify the design and
construction of the energy harvester.
Both energy harvesters were constructed as shown in Figure 4-3a and b. These devices
were then bench tested to assess their power output.
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Figure 4-3: Energy Harvesters Mounted on Shaker: a) Ball Bearing; b) Sleeve Bearing
Note that some design changes were made as a result of testing. When the sleeve bearing
energy harvester was assembled, very little movement was observed when the device was shaken.
Two factors were believed to contribute to the lack of movement: insufficient air movement and a
magnetic attraction between the magnet and springs. The energy harvester was designed to have
a very small air gap of about 0.020 in to maximize the magnetic field at the coil location. This
small air gap, however, does not allow for much air movement when the magnet moves.
Therefore, the motion of the magnet is inhibited. Also, the springs are attracted to the magnet
because they are made of music wire. This attraction force is not significant when the springs are
at their free length, but it becomes more significant when the springs are compressed. This
magnetic force inhibits motion when the magnet reaches the extremes of the energy harvester.
Springs that are made of nonmagnetic material could not be found that match the size and
stiffness needed for the energy harvester. A solution to these issues is to use a ring magnet
instead of a solid magnet. The ring magnet has a hole through its center that allows for air
movement when the magnet oscillates. Also, the ring magnet has a weaker magnetic field,
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reducing the attraction force between the springs and the magnet. The power output of the energy
harvester is expected to decrease due to the decreased mass of the magnet and the voltage output
is also expected to reduce due to the weaker magnetic field. Although this change decreases the
power and voltage of the energy harvester, this modification is needed to allow for testing.

4.2 Bench Top Experiments
The goals of the bench top experiments were to determine the natural frequency and
mechanical damping ratio of the energy harvesters, validate the theoretical model discussed in
Chapter 3, and determine the power output of the devices at various input accelerations. Both
energy harvesters were tested on a shaker, but the ball bearing energy harvester did not produce a
significant voltage. The voltage only peaked at a few millivolts which was close to the noise
level in the environment. The small voltage was caused by the weak magnetic field due to the
ferromagnetic casing of the linear ball bearing. The magnetic field was strong in the ball bearing
casing while weak at the coil. If tested, the ball bearing energy harvester would not be able to
produce measureable voltages. Therefore, only the sleeve bearing energy harvester results are
presented.
The first test was to determine the natural frequency and mechanical damping of the
system. The energy harvester was excited by a shaker (VTS 300) and the frequency response
function was found by comparing the proof mass movement to the base motion. The proof mass
motion was tracked using a laser vibrometer (Polytec OFV 534 Sensor Head with a Polytec OFV2500 Controller) which measures the velocity of an object using a laser. The base motion was
measured by monitoring the output voltage of the shaker. The output voltage is proportional to
the base’s velocity, and the proportionality constant was found using the laser vibrometer. All
data was recorded using Siglab, a data acquisition system. The experimental setup is shown in
Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4: Experimental Setup to Test the Energy Harvester
The natural frequency was determined by locating the peak of the frequency response
function and the mechanical damping ratio was found using the half power point method. Only
the mechanical damping was measured in these tests because the two ends of the coil were left
disconnected, forming an open circuit. The energy harvester was shaken using a chirp signal and
the frequency response function (FRF) was recorded as shown in Figure 4-5. This FRF is the ratio
of the proof mass velocity over the base velocity:
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Figure 4-5: Frequency Response Function of Energy Harvester
Notice the natural frequency was measured to be about 5 Hz. The natural frequency is not 4.3 Hz
because the original system was designed to include a solid magnet instead of a ring magnet.
Since the ring magnet has less mass than the solid magnet, the natural frequency of the system
was expected to increase.
Figure 4-5 shows there is a large amount of mechanical damping in the system. The
mechanical damping ratio is determined using the half power point method as given by the
following expression [26]:

2 

 2  1
.
n

(4-2)
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The parameters 1 and  2 in Equation (4-2) correspond to the frequencies at which the
amplitude of the FRF is 3 dB below the amplitude at resonance as shown in Figure 4-6. The
mechanical damping ratio was estimated to be about 0.8.

Figure 4-6: Half Power Points [26]
The large amount of damping may be caused by the lack of air movement in the system.
Figure 4-7 shows the small air gap between the magnet cap and the guide tube that limits the air
flow in the system.

Figure 4-7: Small Air Gap between Magnet and Guide Tube
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To investigate whether or not the air movement was the cause of excessive damping, a test was
conducted to compare the FRF of the ring magnet with an open center hole to the FRF of the ring
magnet with a closed center hole. A sine dwell test was performed for both systems to get the
FRFs, and they are shown in Figure 4-8.
Sleeve Bearing Frequency Response Function
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Figure 4-8: Comparison between the Closed Hole and Open Hole FRFs
Notice the peak of the open hole FRF is larger than the closed hole FRF. The difference is about
1 dB, so the change in mechanical damping is not large. A lack of air movement has an effect on
the mechanical damping of the system, but it is not the main source of dissipation.
Another source of dissipation that could cause a large amount of damping is friction. The
coefficient of friction between the alignment tube and Teflon caps may not be 0.04 as assumed in
the theoretical model. This coefficient of friction is valid for an interface between steel and
Teflon. A steel alignment tube could not be used in this application because it would distort the
magnetic field. A brass tube was used instead because brass is non-magnetic. A diagram of the
setup used to measure the coefficient of friction is shown in Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-9: Diagram of Setup to Determine Friction Coefficient
The brass tube was fastened to a horizontal surface and a string was attached to the magnet.
Small masses were added on the end of the pulley string until the magnet moved at a near
constant speed. Once a mass was added, a small tug was applied to the string to overcome static
friction. If the magnet continued to move at a near constant speed, the friction force was assumed
to be equalized by the hanging mass. The friction was measured for different normal forces by
substituting larger masses for the original proof mass. The results are shown in Figure 4-10.

Figure 4-10: Coefficient of Friction Dependence on Normal Force
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Notice the coefficient of friction depends on the normal force. As the normal force was
increased, the coefficient of friction approached a value of about 0.25. This value is much higher
than the expected 0.04. Although no horizontal forces were applied to the proof mass in the
shaker tests, the Teflon caps still rubbed against the alignment tube. This friction force could
cause the significant amount of damping seen in the FRF of Figure 4-5. The large amount of
mechanical damping decreases the power output of the energy harvester, but the theoretical
model can still be validated as long as the damping is included in the model.
The next step is to determine the optimum load resistance by examining the power output
for different load resistances using a decade resistance box. Numerous resistance loads were
applied at different input amplitudes to find the optimum load resistance. An example of one of
the cases is shown in Figure 4-11. The optimum load resistance was determined to be about 7
ohms for all input amplitudes.
Opimum load Resistance (W0 = 0.38 in)
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Figure 4-11: Determination of Optimum Load Resistance for W0  0.38 in
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Now that the optimum resistance has been found, the power output for the energy
harvester can be determined. The energy harvester was shaken at its resonance frequency for a
variety of input accelerations ranging from 0.23 to 1.2 g. The results are shown in Figure 4-12.
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Figure 4-12: Power Output at Different Input Accelerations
The power output increases with input acceleration as expected. A power output of 1 mW is
achieved for input accelerations above 0.76 g. The parameters of the energy harvester were
entered into the theoretical model from Chapter 3 to examine the correlation between the power
predicted by the model and the power generated from the experiment. The two match very well
as shown in Figure 4-12. The predicted power is slightly smaller than the power determined from
the experiments most likely due to the mechanical damping estimate. Since the frequency
response function did not have a clearly defined peak, the damping ratio estimate was difficult to
make. Note that the input acceleration from the cyclic pitch is expected to range from 0 to 2.8 g.
The energy harvester, however, was only shaken up to about 1.2 g because the shaker is not
capable of very large base amplitudes. Since the model matches the experiment very closely, the
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trend in the power can be determined for amplitudes beyond 1.2 g. Figure 4-13 shows the power
output predicted by the theoretical model for the full range of input accelerations.
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Figure 4-13: Predicted Power Output
Notice there is a linear trend in the power output for all input accelerations.
The theoretical model appears to be accurate because the power predictions match well
with the experiments. To further validate the model, the voltage signal and proof mass motion
were recorded for one trial so it could be compared with the theoretical model. Figure 4-14
shows the voltage signals and Figure 4-15 shows the displacement of the proof mass for both the
theoretical model and the experiment.
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Figure 4-14: Correlation between Experiment and Model Voltage Signal
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Figure 4-15: Correlation between Experiment and Model Proof Mass Motion
Notice the voltage signal matches very well, but the displacement predicted by the theoretical
model is about 50% of the experimental displacement. The large difference between the
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displacement plots is most likely due to the estimate of the mechanical damping. The estimated
mechanical damping ratio is too high because the theoretical model predicts a much smaller
displacement compared to the experiment. Reducing the mechanical damping ratio to 0.4 will
cause the theoretical model to match the experiment. The mechanical damping ratio was difficult
to estimate using the half power point method because the damping was very high. This method
is more accurate at estimating lightly damped systems than heavily damped systems.
Although the voltage signals matched well, the electromagnetic coupling is most likely
estimated to be too high. This is the case because the voltage signals match even though the
theoretical displacement of the proof mass was smaller than the experiment. Some sources of
error may result from the coil being wrapped by hand. The layers in the coil were not uniformly
spaced as assumed in the model. Also, the magnet may have a weaker field than estimated by the
non-uniform field model. There may have been some loss of the magnetic field’s strength
through the walls of the guide tube in the experiment. These discrepancies may contribute to the
overestimation of the electromagnetic coupling.

4.3 Rotor Stand Test
The energy harvester was able to generate about 2.2 mW of power when tested on the
shaker which exceeds the 1 mW requirement. This test, however, does not apply a centrifugal
force on the proof mass as is expected in the real system. A more realistic test was performed to
assess the energy harvester performance when excited in a spinning environment. The proof
mass experiences about 40 g of centripetal acceleration when rotated on the pitch link. The
Aerospace Engineering Department at Penn State has a rotor stand where tests are performed on
different rotor blades. A picture of the rotor stand is shown in Figure 4-16.
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Figure 4-16: Picture of Rotor Stand
A mounting device was designed to attach to the swashplate of the rotor stand. It positions the
energy harvester the same distance from the center of rotation as the pitch link on the Blackhawk
helicopter. A simplified 3D model of the rotor stand and the mounting device is shown in Figure
4-17.
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Figure 4-17: 3D Model of Test Apparatus for Spin Test
A four bar mechanism was used to provide the energy harvester with mostly linear
motion as would be seen by the pitch link. If the energy harvester was only attached to the
swashplate, the motion would have a large angular component. This angular motion would
induce additional forces on the proof mass that would not be seen in the real system. The
additional normal forces would lead to increased friction forces, making the environment not
similar to the pitch link environment on the Blackhawk helicopter.
Notice two devices are mounted on the rotor stand to avoid a spinning imbalance. Only
one side will have an operating energy harvester while the other will be a mass equivalent. The
voltage signal from the energy harvester will be measured by sending the signal through a slip
ring. Since the voltage amplitude of the energy harvester is very small, noise may corrupt the
signal when it is transferred through the slip ring. To avoid contamination, an amplifier (Analog
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Devices 5B30-03) is mounted on the rotor stand to amplify the signal before transmission through
the slip ring. The signal was measured in the control room using an oscilloscope.
The energy harvester was placed inside a capsule to avoid electromagnetic interference
from the motor of the rotor stand. A 5 ohm resistor was soldered to the ends of the coil of the
energy harvester. This resistor was the closest resistance load to the optimum load resistance that
could be found to mount in the energy harvester capsule. Once the voltage signal is received, the
RMS power is easily calculated. All the components needed for the mounting device were
fabricated and installed on the rotor stand as shown in Figure 4-18.

Figure 4-18: Picture of Rotor Stand with Test Apparatus
The hub was rotated at several different swashplate angles and rotation rates. The
acceleration levels for all these tests were measured using an accelerometer (PCB 353B02)
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attached to the energy harvester capsule. The acceleration input for each test is displayed in
Figure 4-19.
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Figure 4-19: Acceleration Amplitude for Each Test Condition
The voltage signal for each test was recorded using an oscilloscope and the RMS power
values were calculated as listed in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2: RMS Power Output for Spinning Test

RMS Power Output [mW]
Swashplate

Rotation Frequency [Hz]

Angle

3.33

4.17

5.00

5.83

6.67

3°

3.79E-08

1.45E-08

1.31E-05

8.36E-08

1.27E-07

6°

5.65E-07

1.51E-06

1.34E-03

9.53E-07

2.32E-07

9°

2.30E-05

2.29E-04

4.07E-02

6.55E-05

8.59E-06

12°

1.27E-04

6.49E-04

8.16E-01

8.14E-04

9.35E-04
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The voltage amplitudes for the 3° and 6° swashplate angles were very small, leading to a
very small power values. The power values for all the test conditions are plotted on a log scale in
Figure 4-20 to show the trend for all input conditions.
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Figure 4-20: Power Output of Energy Harvester from Spinning Test for all Input Conditions
Notice the largest amount of power is generated at 5 Hz, the resonant frequency. This is expected
because the energy harvester experiences the largest response at resonance. Also, the largest
power output was generated at the largest swashplate angle (12°). This is also expected because
as the input to the system is increased, the power output should also increase.
A maximum power output of about 0.82 mW was generated at a swashplate angle of 12°.
From Figure 4-19, 12° angle at 5 Hz is equivalent to a 8.5 g input acceleration. A similar power
output (0.89 mW) was generated on the shaker for an input acceleration of about 0.72 g. Clearly
the friction force causes a large decrease in the power output of the energy harvester. To generate
the same amount of power, the input acceleration on the rotor stand needs to be more than 11
times greater than the shaker. This energy harvester would have been able to generate a larger
amount of power if the coefficient of friction was not as large. It can be concluded that friction is
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a large dissipation source in the system and a better bearing is needed for larger power
generation. Some recommendations are given in Chapter 5 that would allow for greater energy
harvesting.
The power output was estimated using the simplified theoretical model from Chapter 3
that includes a constant normal force. An 8.5 g input acceleration at 5 Hz was entered into the
theoretical model with the coefficient of friction found from experimentation   0.25 . The
simplified model predicted a power output of about 0.037 mW. This model was not able to
accurately estimate the energy harvester’s power output most likely due to the model’s
assumption of a constant normal force. A more accurate model would incorporate the exact
kinematics of the test setup. Note that the power output of the energy harvester could not be
estimated using the more comprehensive theoretical model developed in Chapter 3. The test rotor
stand was able to undergo much larger swashplate angles compared to the Blackhawk’s
swashplate. The Blackhawk geometry cannot exceed a swashplate angle of 9°.

Chapter 5 Conclusions
5.1 Summary
The goal of this project was to design an energy harvester to produce 1 mW of power for
a load monitoring sensor which could be mounted inside the rod end of a Blackhawk pitch link.
Numerous energy harvester designs that used electromagnetic coupling to harvest energy from
environmental vibrations were identified. The equations of motion for a vibrating mass mounted
in the pitch link rod end were derived using Newtonian Mechanics. This model was validated
using a simpler model assuming base excitation. Two types of bearings were considered in this
model to minimize friction: a sleeve bearing and a ball bearing. The ball bearing   0.01 has a
lower coefficient of friction than the sleeve bearing   0.04 , but is harder to implement in a
design using off the shelf components. The analysis of the pitch link environment showed
enough motion for harvesting was available despite the friction forces caused by the rotor
centrifugal force. When the ball bearing was included in the model, the response of the proof
mass was much larger than the sleeve bearing.
Next, a linear energy harvester design was presented and the design parameters were
identified. The parameters such as magnet diameter and magnet height were optimized using a
uniform magnetic field model. The uniform magnetic field model included many assumptions
and only the height of the magnet could be optimized. A more comprehensive model was
introduced that included a non-uniform magnetic field. The magnetic field for an axially
magnetized cylindrical magnet was derived and applied to the electromagnetic transduction
expressions. Using this model, the magnet height, magnet diameter, resistance load, and coil
height were optimized. The diameter of the wire, however, could not be optimized so this
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dimension was selected for ease of manufacturing. Estimates for the power output of the energy
harvester were found for both the friction and non-friction cases. The dynamic analysis from
Chapter 2 was used for the power estimates for an energy harvester in the pitch link environment.
The non-friction case yielded power values that were well above the 1 mW requirement for
almost all input amplitudes. The friction case, however, did not yield significant power until a
minimum cyclic input was applied. The sleeve bearing design required a minimum of a 8.3°
angle (1.6 g amplitude) before 1 mW could be generated and the ball bearing design required
only a 6.1° angle (1.1 g amplitude).
Two energy harvesters were designed and built that included the sleeve bearing and ball
bearing. Unfortunately, the ball bearing design did not generate sufficient voltage and could not
be tested. The ball bearing casing was ferromagnetic causing the electromagnetic coupling to be
weakened at the coil. This resulted in very low voltages close to the noise level in the system.
The sleeve bearing energy harvester was tested on a shaker to measure its natural frequency and
mechanical damping ratio. The natural frequency was approximately 5 Hz and the mechanical
damping ratio was 0.8. The large amount of damping was most likely due to the large amount of
friction present in the system. The coefficient of friction between the brass tube and Teflon caps
was larger than expected when it was measured experimentally   0.25 . Once these properties
were identified, the optimum load resistance was determined to be about 7 ohms for the range of
input accelerations. The RMS power of the energy harvester was found at the optimum load
resistance for different input amplitudes. These values were recorded and compared to the
theoretical model. The power output predicted by the theoretical model correlated very well with
the experiments for input accelerations 0.23 g to 1.2 g. Sufficient power was generated beyond
0.76 g input acceleration. To further validate the model, the voltage signal and proof mass
displacement was compared to the theoretical model. The proof mass motion did not correlate
well between the theoretical model and the experiment. This is most likely due to the mechanical
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damping estimate. Decreasing the mechanical damping to about 0.4 caused the theoretical
displacement to match the experiment.
Once the bench-top experiments were complete, the energy harvester was tested on a
rotor stand. This experiment gave a better representation of the pitch link environment because
the centrifugal force from the spinning motion induced a friction force comparable to that
expected on the Blackhawk helicopter. The energy harvester was able to generate power in the
spinning environment but it was much less than the power generated on the shaker. This was
expected because the spinning test included a large friction force caused by the 40 g centripetal
acceleration. The friction dissipated a significant amount of power, allowing the energy harvester
to produce only 0.82 mW at a 8.5 g input acceleration. The energy harvester was able to produce
this amount of power at about a 0.72 g input acceleration on the shaker. The small amount of
power generation was most likely due to the higher than expected coefficient of friction in the
sleeve bearing. A lower coefficient of friction would have produced more power in the spinning
tests.

5.2 Recommendations
A few improvements could be made to enhance the power output of the energy harvester.
The coil of the energy harvester was wound by hand. The coil used in the energy harvester was
of good quality, but only a few layers could be wrapped while keeping the coil in order. Also, a
relatively large diameter wire was used to facilitate wrapping the coil. Combining the few
amount of layers with the large wire diameter produced a coil with low electromagnetic coupling.
The low coupling yielded small voltages with a maximum of about 0.5 V. A coil with more
layers and turns could be made by a coil wrapping machine. This machine would be able to
produce a high quality coil with a small diameter wire. This coil would have a much higher
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electromagnetic coupling and therefore produce much higher voltages. A large voltage is desired
to overcome voltage drops due to the conditioning circuitry components such as diodes.
The large mechanical damping of the energy harvester could also be improved. There
were a few sources of dissipation present in the system including material damping from the
spring, friction from the proof mass rubbing against the walls of the energy harvester, and
damping caused by air movement. The dissipation from air movement was identified to be a
source of the mechanical damping. This damping could be avoided if the air was removed from
the tube containing the magnet and springs. Removing the air would not affect the
electromagnetic transduction, but would decrease some of the mechanical damping. Proper seals
at the top and bottom of the tube will need to be installed and the alignment tube must be
analyzed to see if it can withstand the pressure difference.
The most significant improvement that could be made to the energy harvester would be to
reduce the coefficient of friction by including ball bearings in the design. Recall from the
analysis in Chapter 3, the ball bearing energy harvester was predicted to generate much more
power than the sleeve bearing model. This design also had a lower minimum cyclic angle input
at which significant power could be generated. This design is preferred to the sleeve bearing
design, but numerous problems arose during testing including the size of the ball bearing casing
and the magnetic attraction of the steel ball bearings. Ceramic ball bearings were available, but
no linear ceramic ball bearing units could be located. If a custom linear ball bearing could be
fabricated that included ceramic balls with a small casing, the ball bearing energy harvester could
be created. Combining the ceramic linear ball bearing unit with the vacuum alignment tube
concept would produce an energy harvester with very little mechanical dissipation. This energy
harvester would have a much better performance in the spinning pitch link environment
compared to the sleeve bearing design.
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5.3 Future Work
The next step in implementing the energy harvester is to determine the power output of
the energy harvester when the condition circuitry and load sensor is included, as discussed in
Wang [15]. The voltage generated from the energy harvester is an AC signal, but the sensor will
require a DC voltage source. Some power will be lost during this conversion and additional load
effects may cause the proof mass to undergo different dynamics. The energy harvester must still
be able to supply sufficient power with all the electrical components included.
This energy harvester was designed for the pitch link rod end of a Blackhawk helicopter
because it uses a large rod end. Many helicopters, however, have much smaller rod ends and the
energy harvester presented here would not fit in the smaller space. This type of electromagnetic
energy harvester can be altered for use on smaller helicopters by placing the energy harvester on
the outside of the pitch link. A ring magnet can be used as the proof mass and it will move along
the outside of the pitch link. Since an electromagnetic energy harvester’s power output is
proportional to the design space, this configuration can potentially produce a large amount of
power. The energy harvester can be incorporated into the pitch link by encapsulating the entire
assembly in some shielding to repel flying debris and moisture.
The sleeve bearing energy harvester experienced a large amount of mechanical damping
that diminished the power capacity of the system. Since the electromagnetic energy harvester
depends on the velocity of the proof mass to generate power, friction greatly decreases the power
output of the device. The other electromechanical transduction mechanisms should be considered
because they do not depend on the velocity of the proof mass. For example, a piezoelectric
device generates power by converting the deflection of a piezoelectric element into voltage. This
transduction is dependent on force instead of velocity so friction does not have as great an effect
on the power generation. Other electromechanical devices should be considered to see if more
power can be generated in the same space as the electromagnetic device.
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Appendix A Derivation of Proof Mass Dynamics
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Appendix B Magnetic Field Matlab Code
%Calculate Magnetic Field
function [Bradial,Btangential,Baxial] = getB2(height,Dout,Z,R)
%
%
%
%
%
%

This function calculates the magnetic field in the radial (Bradial),
tangential, and axial directions for a permanent magnet with a
remanence field specified (Br). It calculates the magnetic field of
a magnetic with height (height) and diameter (dout) specified at the
radial location (R) and axial location (Z). Note that the magnetic
field is accurate only outside of the magnet.

Br = 1.32;
h = height;
do = Dout;
di = 0;

Hr = zeros(length(R),length(Z));
Ht = zeros(length(R),length(Z));
Hz = zeros(length(R),length(Z));
for inc1 = 1:length(R),
for inc2 = 1:length(Z),
r = R(inc1);
z = Z(inc2)+h/2;
R1 = @(r1,t1)(r1.*(r-r1.*cos(t1)))./((z-h).^2 + (rr1.*cos(t1)).^2 + (r1.^2).*(sin(t1)).^2).^(3/2);
R2 = @(r1,t1)(r1.*(r-r1.*cos(t1)))./((z).^2 + (r-r1.*cos(t1)).^2
+ (r1.^2).*(sin(t1)).^2).^(3/2);
T1 = @(r1,t1)-(r1.*r1.*sin(t1))./((z-h).^2 + (r-r1.*cos(t1)).^2 +
(r1.^2).*(sin(t1)).^2).^(3/2);
T2 = @(r1,t1)r1.*r1.*sin(t1)./((z).^2 + (r-r1.*cos(t1)).^2 +
(r1.^2).*(sin(t1)).^2).^(3/2);
Z1 = @(r1,t1)(-h+z).*r1./((z-h).^2 + (r-r1.*cos(t1)).^2 +
(r1.^2).*(sin(t1)).^2).^(3/2);
Z2 = @(r1,t1)z.*r1./((z).^2 + (r-r1.*cos(t1)).^2 +
(r1.^2).*(sin(t1)).^2).^(3/2);
Hr(inc1,inc2) = Br/(4*pi)*(quad2d(R1,di/2,do/2,0,2*pi)quad2d(R2,di/2,do/2,0,2*pi));
Ht(inc1,inc2) = Br/(4*pi)*(quad2d(T1,di/2,do/2,0,2*pi)quad2d(T2,di/2,do/2,0,2*pi));
Hz(inc1,inc2) = Br/(4*pi)*(quad2d(Z1,di/2,do/2,0,2*pi)quad2d(Z2,di/2,do/2,0,2*pi));
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end
end
Bradial = Hr;
Btangential = Ht;
Baxial = Hz;
end
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Appendix C Proof Mass Dynamics Matlab Code
%This m-file contains code to simulate the dynamics of a spring mass
damper system placed on the pitch link of a Blackhawk helicopter
clear all
close all
%% Define Input Values
%Cyclic Pitch Angle
CYCs = 10;
%Collective Pitch Angle
phi_col = 15;
%Time Step [s]
step = 0.0001;
%Equilibrium guesses to achieve steady state as soon as possible. h is
the
%vector model and z is the simple model [m]
hstart = -0.007*5*0;
zstart = -0.01344*0;
%Forcing and natural frequency [rad/s]
omega = 4.3*2*pi;
%Period of rotation [s]
period = 1/(omega/(2*pi));
%Maximum Time for Simulation
tmax = 20*period;
%Time vector for simulation
t = [0:step:tmax];
%Declare variables for alpha and beta (angles) calculations
ADJalpha = zeros(length(CYCs),length(t));
HYPalpha = ADJalpha;
OPPalpha = ADJalpha;
COSalpha = ADJalpha;
SINalpha = ADJalpha;
OPPbeta = ADJalpha;
HYPbeta = ADJalpha;
ADJbeta = ADJalpha;
COSbeta = ADJalpha;
%% Define Geometry and other Parameters
%for loop for multiple simulations (set at 1 currently)
for k = 1:length(CYCs),
phi_cyc = CYCs(1,k);
%Values for Blackhawk Geometry
b1 = 16.26*.0254;
b2 = -5.57*.0254;
b3 = 17*.0254;
Rp = 16.16*.0254;
RPL = 14.5*.0254;
Rh = 6.06*.0254;
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%Equilibrium position of proof mass [m]
h0 = 4*.0254;
%Dynamic friction coefficient
mu0 = 0.04;
%Gravity [m/s^2]
g = 9.81;
[Bfield,l,resistance,m] = Design_an_EH;
resistance = .9;
%% Find swashplate angle and offset from inputs
%Find zcol: Vertical Offset for a given collective pitch
%Initial pitch horn angle
phi0 = 24.3690;
phi1 = (phi0 - phi_col)/180*pi;
zcol = b3 - sqrt(-b2^2-(b1-Rp)^2+RPL^2Rh*cos(phi1)*(2*b2+Rh*cos(phi1)))-Rh*sin(phi1);
%Find eta_cyc: input angle at swashplate for a given cyclic pitch
phi2 = (phi0-phi_cyc)/180*pi;
E = 2*b3*Rp - 2*Rh*Rp*sin(phi2);
F = b2^2+b3^2+Rh^2+(b1-Rp)^2-RPL^2+2*b2*Rh*cos(phi2)-2*b3*Rh*sin(phi2);
G = b2^2+b3^2+Rh^2+(b1+Rp)^2-RPL^2+2*b2*Rh*cos(phi2)-2*b3*Rh*sin(phi2);
H = (4*b3*Rp-4*Rh*Rp*sin(phi2))^2;
%Amplitude of Swashplate input as calculated from cyclic pitch input
eta_cyc = 2*atan((E-1/2*sqrt(-4*F*G+H))/G);
%Vector of swashplate angles for simulation
eta = eta_cyc*sin(omega*t);
%Calculate pitch horn angle
D = b1^2+(b2+Rh)^2+(Rp-RPL)*(Rp+RPL)+(b3-zcol)^22*b1*Rp*cos(eta)+2*Rp*(-b3+zcol)*sin(eta);
C = b1^2+(b2-Rh)^2+(Rp-RPL)*(Rp+RPL)+(b3-zcol)^22*b1*Rp*cos(eta)+2*Rp*(-b3+zcol)*sin(eta);
B = 16*Rh^2*(-b3+zcol+Rp.*sin(eta)).^2-4.*C.*D;
A = 2*b3*Rh-2*Rh*(zcol+Rp*sin(eta));
T = (A-1/2.*sqrt(B))./C;
phi = 2*atan(T);
%Pitch Link Components in a1, a2, and a3 directions
R1 = b1 - Rp*cos(eta);
R2 = b2+Rh*cos(phi);
R3 = b3-zcol-Rp*sin(eta)-Rh*sin(phi);
%% Convert pitch link movement from a-basis (Cartesian) to e-basis
(Spherical)
ADJalpha(k,:) = R3(1,:);
HYPalpha(k,:) = RPL;
OPPalpha(k,:) = sqrt(RPL.^2-R3.^2);
OPPbeta(k,:) = R2(1,:);
HYPbeta(k,:) = sqrt((RPL.^2)-(R3(1,:).^2));
ADJbeta(k,:) = sqrt((HYPbeta(k,:).^2)-(OPPbeta(k,:).^2));
end
%Alpha and Beta Angles
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beta=atan2(OPPbeta,ADJbeta);
alpha = atan2(OPPalpha,ADJalpha);
%% Derivatives of alpha and beta: Equations from Mathematica
etadot = eta_cyc*omega*cos(omega*t);
R1dot = Rp*sin(eta).*etadot;
R3dot = (R1.*R1dot.*cot(phi)+Rp.*R2.*cos(eta).*etadot)./(R2+R3.*cot(phi));
R2dot = -(R3.*R3dot+R1.*R1dot)./R2;
%Angular velocity of alpha
alphadot = -R3dot./(RPL*sin(alpha));
%Angular velocity of beta
betadot = ((RPL.^2)*R2dot-(R3.^2).*R2dot+R2.*R3.*R3dot)./((((RPL^2)R3.^2).^(3/2)).*cos(beta));
%Angular velocity of phi
phidot = -csc(phi).*R2dot/Rh;
etaddot = -eta_cyc*omega^2*sin(omega*t);
R1ddot = Rp*cos(eta).*etadot.^2+Rp*sin(eta).*etaddot;
R3ddot = (cot(phi).*(R1dot.^2+R2dot.^2+R3dot.^2+R1.*R1ddot)+R2.*(Rp.*sin(eta).*et
adot.^2+Rh*csc(phi).*phidot.^2Rp*cos(eta).*etaddot))./(R2+cot(phi).*R3);
R2ddot = (-R1dot.^2-R2dot.^2-R3dot.^2-R1.*R1ddot-R3.*R3ddot)./R2;
%Angular acceleration of alpha
alphaddot = -csc(alpha).*(RPL*cos(alpha).*(alphadot.^2)+R3ddot)/RPL;
%Angular acceleration of beta
betaddot = (2*R3.*((RPL^2)(R3.^2)).*sec(beta).*R2dot.*R3dot+R2.*((RPL^2)+2*(R3.^2)).*sec(beta).*(
R3dot.^2)+(RPL^4)*sqrt((RPL^2)-(R3.^2)).*tan(beta).*(betadot.^2)2*(RPL^2).*(R3.^2).*sqrt((RPL^2)(R3.^2)).*tan(beta).*(betadot.^2)+(R3.^4).*sqrt((RPL^2)(R3.^2)).*tan(beta).*(betadot.^2)+((RPL^2)(R3.^2)).*sec(beta).*((RPL^2-R3.^2).*R2ddot+R2.*R3.*R3ddot))./((RPL^2R3.^2).^(5/2));
%% Parameters for Simulink
%%% Large Parameters
%Note: All T's used to construct F
T1 = (omega^2)*sin(alpha).*(Rp*cos(beta).*cos(eta)+h0*sin(alpha));
T2 = (h0 +
4*Rp*cos(beta).*cos(eta).*sin(alpha)+4*cos(alpha).*(zcol+Rp*sin(eta))).
*(alphadot.^2);
T3 =
sin(alpha).*(4*Rp*cos(beta).*cos(eta)+h0*sin(alpha)).*(betadot.^2)2*Rp*omega*sin(alpha).*sin(beta).*sin(eta).*etadot;
T4 =
Rp*cos(beta).*cos(eta).*sin(alpha).*(etadot.^2)+Rp*cos(alpha).*sin(eta)
.*(etadot.^2);
T5 =
2*sin(alpha).*betadot.*(2*Rp*omega*cos(beta).*cos(eta)+h0*omega*sin(alp
ha)-2*Rp*sin(beta).*sin(eta).*etadot);
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T6 =
2*Rp*alphadot.*(cos(alpha).*cos(eta).*sin(beta).*(omega+3*betadot)+2*(c
os(eta).*sin(alpha)+cos(alpha).*cos(beta).*sin(eta)).*etadot);
T7 = 2*Rp*cos(alpha).*cos(beta).*cos(eta).*alphaddot+2*zcol*sin(alpha).*alph
addot;
T8 =
2*Rp*sin(alpha).*sin(eta).*alphaddot+2*Rp*cos(eta).*sin(alpha).*sin(bet
a).*betaddot;
T9 = Rp*(cos(alpha).*cos(eta)+cos(beta).*sin(alpha).*sin(eta)).*etaddotg*cos(alpha);
%Use F in Simulink accompanied with time vector "t"
F = [t' (T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 + T5 + T6 + T7 + T8 + T9)'];
%Note: All U's used to construct N
U1 =
Rp*(omega^2)*cos(eta).*sin(beta)+4*Rp*omega*cos(eta).*sin(beta).*betado
t+4*Rp*cos(eta).*sin(beta).*(betadot.^2) +
2*(zcol+Rp*sin(eta)).*alphadot.*(omega+betadot);
U2 =
2*Rp*omega*cos(beta).*sin(eta).*etadot+4*Rp*cos(beta).*sin(eta).*betado
t.*etadot+Rp*cos(eta).*sin(beta).*(etadot.^2);
U3 = -2*Rp*cos(beta).*cos(eta).*betaddoth0*sin(alpha).*betaddot+Rp*sin(beta).*sin(eta).*etaddot;
%Use N in Simulink accompanied with time vector "t"
N = [t' (m*(U1 + U2 + U3))'];
%Note: All V's used to construct B
V1 =
2*g*sin(alpha)+(omega^2)*(2*Rp*cos(alpha).*cos(beta).*cos(eta)+h0*sin(2
*alpha));
V2 = 8*(Rp*cos(alpha).*cos(beta).*cos(eta)sin(alpha).*(zcol+Rp*sin(eta))).*(alphadot.^2);
V3 =
8*Rp*omega*cos(alpha).*cos(beta).*cos(eta).*betadot+2*h0*omega*sin(2*al
pha).*betadot+8*Rp*cos(alpha).*cos(beta).*cos(eta).*(betadot.^2);
V4 = h0*sin(2*alpha).*(betadot.^2)4*Rp*omega*cos(alpha).*sin(beta).*sin(eta).*etadot;
V5 = 8*Rp*cos(alpha).*sin(beta).*sin(eta).*betadot.*etadot+2*Rp*cos(alpha).*
cos(beta).*cos(eta).*(etadot.^2);
V6 = -2*Rp*sin(alpha).*sin(eta).*(etadot.^2);
V7 = 4*alphadot.*(Rp*cos(eta).*sin(alpha).*sin(beta).*(omega+3*betadot)+2*Rp*(cos(alpha).
*cos(eta)-cos(beta).*sin(alpha).*sin(eta)).*etadot);
V8 =
2*h0*alphaddot+4*zcol*cos(alpha).*alphaddot+4*Rp*cos(beta).*cos(eta).*s
in(alpha).*alphaddot;
V9 =
4*Rp*cos(alpha).*sin(eta).*alphaddot+4*Rp*cos(alpha).*cos(eta).*sin(bet
a).*betaddot;
V10 =
2*Rp*(cos(eta).*sin(alpha)+cos(alpha).*cos(beta).*sin(eta)).*etaddot;
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%Use C in Simulink accompanied with time vector "t"
B = [t' (-1/2*m*(V1 + V2 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6 + V7 + V8 + V9 + V10))'];

%%% Small Parameters
%Radius to proof mass equal to Rp value
R=Rp;
%Natural frequency is same as forcing frequency
omega_n = omega;
%Mechanical damping Ratio
zeta = 0.078;
%Create input displacement vector
w = [t' Rp*sin(eta)'];
%Create input velocity vector
wdot = [t' (Rp*cos(eta).*etadot)'];
%Calculate Parameter N0
N0 = [t' (-m*sin(alpha).*betaddot)'];
%Calculate Parameter N1
N1 = [t' (-m*2*sin(alpha).*(omega+betadot))'];
%Calculate Parameter B0
B0 = [t' (-1/2*m*(sin(2*alpha).*((omega+betadot).^2)+2*alphaddot))'];
%Calculate Parameter B1
B1 = [t' (-2*m*alphadot)'];
%Calculate Parameter Knon
Knon = [t' (alphadot.^2+((sin(alpha)).^2).*(omega+betadot).^2)'];
%Calculate Parameter Klin
Klin = omega_n^2;
%Calculate Parameter Clin
Clin = 2*omega_n*zeta;
%%Run Models
%Vector model
sim('Mass_thesis_circuit')
%Simple model
sim('Simple_thesis')
%% Generate Figures
figure(1)
plot(time,h*1000,time,z*1000)
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Displacement [mm]')
legend('Vector Model','Simple Model')
title('Proof Mass Movement with COL = 15 and CYC = 10')
grid
Vrms = max(voltage)/sqrt(2);
Irms = max(current)/sqrt(2);
Power = Vrms*Irms;
figure(2)
plot(time,voltage*1000,time,current*1000,time,Fm*1000)
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Voltage [mV]')
title('Voltage Output')
legend('Voltage','Current','Fm')
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grid

